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ABSTRACT
Our understanding of solid-fluid dynamics has been severely limited by the nonexistence of
a high-fidelity modeling capability for these multiphase systems. Continuum modeling
approaches overlook the microscale solid-fluid interactions from which macroscopic
system properties emerge, while experimental inquiries have been plagued by high costs
and limited resolution. One promising numerical alternative is to simulate solid-fluid
systems at the grain-scale, fully resolving the interaction of individual solid particles with
other solid particles and the surrounding fluid. Until recently, the direct simulation of
these systems has proven computationally intractable.
In this thesis an accurate, efficient, and robust modeling capability for the direct simulation
of solid-fluid systems is formulated and implemented. The coupled equations of motion
governing both the fluid phase and the individual particles comprising the solid phase are
solved using a highly efficient numerical scheme based on the discrete-element (DEM) and
the lattice-Boltzmann (LB) methods. Particle forcing mechanisms represented in the
model to at least the first order include dynamic fluid-induced forces, buoyancy forces,
and intergranular forces from particle collisions, static formation stresses, and
intergranular bonding. Coupling is realized with an immersed moving boundary scheme
that has been thoroughly validated. For N solid bodies under simulation, the coupled
DEM-LB numerical scheme scales roughly as O(N), and is highly parallelizable due to the
local and explicit nature of the underlying algorithms. The coupled method has been
implemented into a generalized modeling environment for the seamless definition,
simulation, and analysis of two-dimensional solid-fluid physics. Extensive numerical
testing of the model has demonstrated its accuracy and robustness over a wide range of
dynamical regimes. Various fundamental phenomena have been reproduced in
simulations, including drafting-kissing-tumbling interactions between settling particles, and
the saltating transport regime of bed erosion.
Thesis Supervisor: John R. Williams
Title: Associate Professor of Civil and Environmental Engineering
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1. Introduction
Solid-fluid physics are of great importance in a number of natural and engineered systems.
Related natural and industrial problems include fluvial erosion, a variety of geomechanical
phenomena, fluidized beds, and lubricated transport. In this thesis we will restrict
ourselves to the study of solid-fluid systems that fall within the laminar flow regime, which
eliminates from consideration turbulence-dominated flows, such as the fluvial transport of
suspended sediments.
Many intriguing and economically important problems lie within the laminar
regime. For example, in the petroleum industry nearly one-half of all new fields are in
poorly consolidated sandstone formations prone to sand production (Palmer 2000), a
poorly understood erosional problem that costs the industry in excess of $1 billion
annually (Ray 2001). Sand production occurs when weakly cemented sand grains are
eroded from the oil-bearing rock formation by excessive fluid-induced and in situ stresses.
The eroded particles can clog the wellbore region, reducing well productivity, abrade the
interior surfaces of pumping equipment, and if transported to the surface, become a
disposal problem (Penberthy and Shaughnessy 1992). Because this erosional phenomenon
is difficult to predict, the industry often takes a preventative course of action and installs
borehole filters at well completion, which adds several hundred thousand dollars in costs
per well (Palmer 2000). Another important solid-fluid process in the petroleum industry is
proppant transport, deposition, and flowback during hydraulic fracturing. Proppant are
sand or ceramic particles that are transported by an injected fluid into the formation to
prop fractures open, creating high-conductivity zones that increase oil yield. Engineering
challenges include optimizing the proppant distribution across fractures, maximizing
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proppant load-carrying capacity once deposited, and minimizing the return transport, or
flowback, of proppant into the borehole after injection (Economides and Nolte 1989).
Other relevant geomechanical problems dominated by solid-fluid physics include
piping and solid liquefaction (Holtz and Kovacs 1981). Piping refers to the erosional
phenomenon in soils in which fluid seepage produces the selective erosion of fines,
forming destabilizing voids, or pipes. A common cause of dam failure, piping is thought
to have precipitated the tragic 1976 failure of the Teton Dam in Idaho, which took 11
lives and caused approximately $1 billion in damages (Muhunthan and Schofield 2000). A
related phenomenon in soil mechanics, liquefaction, occurs when loosely consolidated
sands are fluidized due to a sudden decrease in their effective stresses, which is typically
induced by dynamic earthquake or anthropogenic loadings. Structures built on soils
undergoing liquefaction can be destroyed by the accompanying reduction in the soil's load-
bearing capacity.
Our understanding of the particle-scale physics controlling these important
problems has been severely limited by the nonexistence of a high-fidelity modeling
capability for these multiphase systems. Continuum modeling approaches overlook the
microscale solid-fluid interactions from which macroscopic system properties emerge,
while experimental inquiries have been plagued by high costs and limited resolution
(Phillips et al. 1991). One promising numerical alternative is to simulate solid-fluid
systems at the grain-scale, fully resolving the interaction of individual solid particles with
other solid particles and the surrounding fluid. Such a simulation capability would allow
for the detailed exploration and quantitative analysis of these systems. However, the
daunting complexity of solid-fluid systems - which arises from their large size and the
nonlinearity of their governing equations - has precluded this direct simulation.
With this motivation, the objective of this thesis is to develop an accurate, efficient,
and robust modeling capability for the direct simulation of solid-fluid systems. In the
sections that follow, we first review related research. We then introduce the two
numerical methods that will be coupled in this work: the discrete-element method (DEM),
which is used to capture the detailed interactions of the particles comprising the solid
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component; and the lattice-Boltzmann method (LB), which is used to solve the Navier-
Stokes equations governing the fluid flows of interest in this research.
1.1 Current Modeling Approaches
To make the problem computationally tractable, most numerical efforts to date have
grossly simplified the physics of these complex systems. In general, researchers have
approached the problem from either a geotechnical or fluid mechanics perspective. In the
first case, the solid component has typically been modeled with DEM, while the fluid
component was linearized through an assumption of creeping (Stokes) flow. In the latter
case, the fluid component was fully resolved through the solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations, while the detailed interactions of the solids were neglected. We consider these
two approaches in more detail below.
Several researchers have loosely coupled DEM with a simple, often heuristic fluid
model. Bruno (1994) linked a network flow model with a two-dimensional DEM model;
the network model assumes an idealized pore channel geometry between elements that
reduces the flow problem to a network of conduits governed by the Hagen-Poiseuille
equation. Klosek (1997) coupled fluid flow governed by Darcy's equation with DEM.
Several other researchers refined and applied this scheme to the sand production problem
with very limited success (O'Connor et al. 1997, Jensen et al. 1999); the failure of this
idealization is not surprising, as Darcy's equation is limited to creeping flow and does not
resolve local fluid dynamics. More recently, Sadd et al. (2000) used an approximated
form of Reynolds lubrication theory to incorporate pore fluid effects into DEM.
The fluid component has been modeled more rigorously by a number of
researchers, who typically have solved the full Navier-Stokes equations, but neglected
detailed particle interactions. Several finite-element formulations have been developed
and applied with some success (e.g., Feng et al. 1994, Hu 1996, Johnson and Tezduyar
1997, Huang et al. 1998); however, these methods assume that particles do not interact
through surface contact, and maintain a finely resolved film of fluid between particles at all
times. A rather elegant approach has been developed by Hu (1996), who used an arbitrary
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Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation. In this approach, the finite-element mesh is allowed to
translate with the particles to minimize remeshing, and the particles' equations of motions
are enforced through a natural boundary condition. More recently, a fictitious domain
method - conceptually similar to the immersed boundary method used here - has been
proposed by Glowinski et al. (1999), which permits the use of a structured finite-element
mesh and eliminates the need for remeshing. Finite-difference methods for structured
grids have been implemented by Tryggvason and co-workers for the simulation of bubble
dynamics (e.g., Unverdi and Tryggvason 1992). Highly efficient boundary element
methods have been developed to directly simulate dense particulate suspensions (Mammoli
and Ingber 1999); however, this technique is currently limited to Stokes flows and also
does not allow particles to interact through surface contact. Stokesian dynamics is an
earlier approach used to model dense suspensions developed by Brady and Bossis (1988).
Finally, several researchers have coupled LB techniques with particle-tracking methods
(Ladd 1994, Aidun and Lu 1995, Aidun et al. 1998, Qi 1999); however, none of these
approaches modeled detailed particle interactions.
1.2 A Discrete Modeling Technique
In contrast to the preceding approaches, we propose a coupled scheme that fully
resolves the detailed interactions of individual solid particles with other solid particles and
the surrounding fluid. The Navier-Stokes equations and the set of equations of rigid body
motion will be solved using LB and DEM, respectively. Particle-forcing mechanisms
represented in the model, to at least the first order, will include dynamic fluid-induced
forces, buoyancy forces, and intergranular forces from particle collisions, static formation
stresses, and intergranular bonding. In developing this formulation, we will assume the
following:
* Solid particles are rigid, with deformation limited to localized, surficial
regions at the contact points.
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" Fluid is incompressible and Newtonian, i.e., governed by the Navier-
Stokes equations. However, although not done here, LB can be
formulated to simulate viscoelastic fluids.
" Particles interact through surface contact, such as frictional sliding and
intergranular bonding. As a justification for neglecting particle
interactions, many formulations cite Reynolds lubrication theory,
which predicts that smooth particles will not come into contact with
one another due to the infinite repulsive force generated by the
intervening fluid. However, for the systems of interest to this study,
such as erodible porous media, the discrete grains are clearly in
contact. Also, Torczynski (2000) has shown that Reynolds theory,
when extended to include surface roughness, admits dynamic contacts.
" Electrostatic forces and capillary cohesion are negligible, although
these effects could be incorporated through extensions of DEM and
LB, respectively.
We briefly review below the two techniques, DEM and LB, that will be coupled in this
work, before presenting them more formally later in the thesis.
1.2.1 Discrete-Element Method
DEM is a collection of numerical techniques for simulating the micromechanics of
granular materials. Originally developed by Cundall (1971, and with Strack 1979), who
called the technique the distinct-element method, the method now commonly known as
the discrete-element method (coined by G. Hocking, G. Mustoe, and J. Williams in 1984,
Williams 2001) shares many algorithmic similarities with other multi-body techniques,
such as molecular dynamics. In Cundall's early work (1971), polygonal elements were
used to simulate the discontinuous behavior of blocky rock systems. Later, Cundall and
Strack (1979) demonstrated the method's applicability to cohesionless granular systems
by successively reproducing the experimental results from photoelastic disc assemblies
with two-dimensional simulations using circular elements. Subsequently, the method has
been extended to simulate weakly consolidated rock through the inclusion of interparticle
cohesion (e.g., Bruno and Nelson 1991).
In DEM, each particle in a granular system is modeled as a geometrically
simplified object or element that interacts with other objects through surface contact. A
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soft contact model (Cundall and Hart 1992) is used that allows elements to interpenetrate;
contact forces are calculated based on the interpenetration according to some force-
displacement relationship. Typically, normal and shear forces for particles in contact are
modeled with a linear spring-dashpot system, and shear force is limited by Coulombic
friction. At each timestep, objects in contact are identified, their contact forces resolved,
and then their positions updated through an explicit integration of Newton's second law.
1.2.2 Lattice-Boltzmann Method
The lattice-Boltzmann method, originally proposed by McNamara and Zanetti
(1988) as a smoothed alternative to lattice gas techniques, is an efficient Navier-Stokes
solver. Lattice gas methods were developed in the 1980's as simple microscopic models
of fluid dynamics, but suffered from excessive noise as a result of their Boolean
formulation. Although LB was originally founded on the kinetic theory of dilute gases,
since then it has been formally shown to accurately reproduce the Navier-Stokes
equations (Chen and Doolen 1998). Comparisons of LB simulations against traditional
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods, including the finite-difference, finite-
element, and spectral methods (e.g., Benzi et al. 1992, Noble et al. 1996, Kumar et al.
1999) have demonstrated that LB is an accurate, robust, and computationally efficient
approach to numerically solving the Navier-Stokes equations.
In LB the fluid is modeled as packets of particles that move about a regular lattice,
or grid, defined with the appropriate boundary and initial conditions. Collision and
redistribution of fluid packets occur at the lattice sites according to specific relationships
that conserve mass and momentum in such a way that the Navier-Stokes equations are
recovered. A distinct advantage of LB over traditional computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) techniques is that it is naturally parallel: almost all of the computational effort in
LB is spent applying the collision operator, which is a completely local operation (i.e., no
information is required from neighboring sites). Consequently, massively parallel LB
implementations scale almost linearly (e.g., Noble et al. 1996, Amati et al. 1997).
Another edge that LB has over other CFD methods is the ease and efficiency with which
complex boundaries can be represented, facilitating detailed fluid modeling in complex
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geometries, like the pore-scale simulations of flow through porous media (e.g., O'Connor
and Fredrich 1999).
1.3 Thesis Outline
This thesis will document the formulation, implementation, and validation of a coupled
DEM-LB method for the direct simulation of solid-fluid systems. The formulation of the
numerical method is presented in the first part of the thesis. We begin with a broad
review of the DEM in Chapter 2. The generic DEM algorithms are described, with
implementation-specific details highlighted. We conclude the chapter with a description
of new modeling techniques and wellbore application results. LB is introduced in
Chapter 3. After a brief review of the underlying theory, we outline the two-dimensional
LB method, and then describe the coupling of DEM and LB through an immersed moving
boundary condition.
The latter chapters of this thesis focus on the coupled method's implementation
and application. In Chapter 4, we describe the software design and functionality of the
generalized two-dimensional modeling environment developed in this work. After
reviewing design guidelines, the system architecture and object model are outlined, and
some performance issues are discussed. An extensive suite of validation studies is
presented in Chapter 5. First, simulation results for cylindrical Couette flow are
extensively compared against the analytical solution to quantify the scheme's accuracy
and robustness. Results from several one- and two-particle sedimentation studies are then
presented and compared against other published numerical results. In Chapter 6 the
modeling environment is extensively exercised. Several large-scale erosional simulations
are performed, including the first-known direct simulation of saltation.
Finally, in Chapter 7 we summarize the notable achievements of this work, and
offer some suggestions for future extensions of this capability. Inevitably, numerical
models of physical phenomena are highly idealized approximations of reality. Although
the model developed herein is incomplete in this sense, I have high hopes that the coupled
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DEM-LB method presented in this thesis will define a sound framework that can be
leveraged in future solid-fluid modeling efforts.
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2. Discrete-Element Method
The computational challenges associated with DEM can be broken down into two phases:
contact detection, where pairs of elements in contact are identified, and contact
resolution, where the resulting contact forces are first computed and particle positions are
then updated through an explicit integration of the equations of motion. These
components are shown pictorially in Figure 2.1. To avoid the O(N 2) cost associated with
the naive all-to-all check for element contacts, where N is the number of elements under
consideration, contact detection is further reduced into two distinct sets of computations.
First, candidate contact pairs are identified during a spatial sorting step. Then, after a list
of potential contact objects has been identified for each element, a detailed contact check
is done to determine the exact set of contact objects. After contacting elements have been
identified, interparticle forces are computed and applied during contact resolution.
1. Contact Detection
a. Spatial Sorting b. Detailed Contact Check 2. Contact Resolution
yz
FF
FS
> X
Figure 2.1 Conceptual Representation of DEM
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In this chapter, we first review the various geometric representations used in DEM
to model physical bodies. An overview of contact detection and contact resolution
schemes is then presented. We introduce some novel techniques for creating DEM
models. Finally, we apply DEM and demonstrate its ability to capture qualitatively the
discontinuous failure processes underlying two common wellbore stability problems,
borehole breakout and hydraulic fracturing. Some of the discussion will be specific to
MIMES (Modeling Interacting Multibody Engineering Systems, Rege 1996), a DEM
program that was used for the wellbore applications presented in this chapter. Some
results presented in this chapter will appear in Cook et al. (2001).
2.1 Object Representation
The physical particles that comprise particulate systems clearly are of varying shapes and
sizes. These variations in shape and size have been shown to strongly influence the
behavior and mechanical properties of dry granular media (e.g., Holtz and Kovacs 1981,
Norris 1975), weakly cemented rock (e.g., DiGiovanni et al. 2000), and fluid-solid
systems (e.g., Vanoni 1975, Qi 1999). In general, particle shape can be characterized in
terms of sphericity, angularity, and surface roughness (Mitchell 1993). Sphericity is a
measure of the degree to which a particle's shape conforms to that of a sphere.
Angularity, on the other hand, is a measure of the roundness of a particle's corners.
Finally, surface roughness is a measure of a particle's surface texture.
For DEM simulations to be physically relevant, a geometric representation must be
found that admits the approximation of a wide range of particle shapes. Ideally, particle
sphericity and angularity should be represented in the DEM geometry model, while surface
roughness can be simulated as friction in the DEM contact model. The desire for a high-
fidelity representation of complex particle shapes must be balanced against the
computational costs associated with the geometric intersection test made during the
contact resolution phase, and the memory required to store the particle geometry. To
date, only limited work has been done on the efficient modeling of arbitrarily shaped
particles (O'Connor 1996), and most DEM models use a simple polygonal or functional
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surface representation. Although rather complicated shapes can be represented discretely
as N-sided polygons, the computational cost of the polygon-polygon intersection test is
high, scaling at least as NlogN (O'Connor 1996). As a result, the disc and sphere
functional representations have been widely used because many modelers have favored
computational expedience over the realistic representation of particles. Using these simple
functional representations, more complicated, irregularly shaped particles can also be
created through clustering, a technique that bonds several discs (or spheres) to form a
rigid assemblage (Jensen et al. 2001). Other functional representations found in the
literature include ellipses (Ting and Corkum 1992, Ng 1994) and ellipsoids (Lin and Ng
1997, Ouadfel and Rothenburg 1999).
In MIMES, particles can be modeled with disc, line, polygon, or superquadric
elements. Superquadrics (Williams and Pentland 1992) are created by sampling at discrete
intervals along a surface defined by the superquadric function, which in two dimensions in
a local coordinate system is given by
F(x,y)= + -1=0 (2.1)
a) a)
where a and b determine the principal axis lengths, and m and n are positive exponents.
The axis lengths and exponents can be varied independently to create a wide array of
shapes, ranging from concave-sided diamonds to ellipses (Rege 1996). To check for the
intersection of two superquadric elements, the surface points of each element merely need
to be first transformed into the other (or target) element's local coordinate system, and
then plugged into the target's superquadric function to determine whether the points fall to
the inside or outside of the target element. Consequently, the superquadric intersection
test is of O(N), a distinct advantage over the polygon test. The discrete function
representation (DFR) is a generalization of superquadrics developed by O'Connor (1996).
DFR has been used by O'Connor et al. (1997) to represent reconstructed sandstone grain
geometry obtained from laser-scanning-confocal-microscopy imaging.
Finally, particles are typically considered to be rigid in DEM, while the contact
points are allowed to deform according to some force-deformation law. This
approximation is considered reasonable when either a system's deformation is largely
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associated with the movement along discontinuities or when the deformation is
concentrated at particle boundaries (Cundall and Hart 1992). For cases when deformation
cannot be neglected, particle deformability can be incorporated by coupling DEM with the
boundary- or finite-element (FEM) methods (Rege 1996). The interested reader is
referred to Komodromos (2001) for a thorough discussion of the formulation and
implementation of a DEM-FEM coupling scheme.
2.2 Contact Detection
Large systems of particles must be simulated with DEM to reproduce the
macroscopic phenomena of interest. A naive check for contact between each element
against all other elements in the simulation domain incurs an O(N 2) cost, which becomes
unacceptable as the system size grows large. The generalized contact detection problem is
common to several fields,- including multi-body dynamics, molecular dynamics, and
computer graphics (O'Connor 1996). Consequently, much research effort (e.g. Allen and
Tildesley 1987, O'Connor 1996, Munjiza and Andrews 1998, Iwai et al. 1999, Perkins
2001, Perkins and Williams 2001) has been directed towards the development of robust
sorting schemes with better scaling properties than the all-to-all check.
Contact detection can be reduced to two distinct phases, spatial sorting and
detailed contact checking, by leveraging the idea of a hierarchical geometric description
for each element. Spatial sorting can be quickly performed using the simplified geometry
defined by a bounding volume - in practice, whether a bounding sphere or bounding box is
used is algorithm dependent. After candidate contact pairs have been identified through
spatial sorting, the more computationally taxing task of performing an intersection test can
be applied to the greatly reduced set of candidate pairs.
Broadly speaking, spatial sorting methods can be categorized as domain-based or
body-based, depending on whether the search neighborhood is defined through a
subdivision of the simulation domain or is focused about the simulation objects. Early
DEM models relied heavily on a domain-based spatial sorting scheme called gridding or
boxing to overcome the computational hurdle associated with the determination of contact
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pairs. The basic gridding scheme is relatively simple: the simulation domain is divided into
a number of equal-sized, axis-aligned cells. The cells are typically sized so as to include
the largest discrete element in the simulation. In this way, potential contact pairs for any
given element are completely determined by the elements located in the element's cell and
the neighboring cells (i.e., nine cells in two dimensions). At the start of each simulation
update, the elements are first assigned to cells based on the location of their centroids.
Candidate contact pairs are then identified from the elements located in neighbor cells;
actual contacts for each element are computed through a detailed intersection test of the
candidate list. In the idealized case when N elements are equal sized and uniformly
distributed in space, gridding is of O(N). However, degenerate cases frequently arise in
DEM simulations. For example, when objects are of varying sizes, a grid cell could
contain many small elements, significantly degrading performance. Also, memory
overhead becomes unacceptably high when elements are sparsely distributed.
Improvements to the basic gridding algorithm have addressed some of its defects. For
example, the NBS algorithm, the hashing scheme recently proposed by Munjiza and
Andrews (1998), is memory efficient and insensitive to heterogeneous particle
distributions, but can degrade significantly when confronted with varying particle sizes
(Perkins and Williams 2001).
Neighbor sorting is a body-based alternative to gridding that avoids the problems
associated with the ad hoc discretization of the entire simulation domain. MIMES uses a
variant of neighbor sorting called double-ended spatial sorting (DESS) developed by
Perkins (1999). DESS is an extension of a neighbor-sorting scheme developed by
O'Connor (1996), which was based on an algorithm originally developed at Sandia
National Laboratories (Heinstein et al. 1993, Swegle et al. 1994). DESS is insensitive to
nonuniform particle size distributions, requires O(N) memory, and when the insertion sort
algorithm is used, can scale as well as O(N) for quasi-static simulations where relative
particle positions vary little from one timestep to the next. The essence of the DESS
algorithm can be distilled as follows (Perkins and Williams 2001): First, the elements are
sorted by the extremities of their bounding spheres in each dimension. For each element,
the sorted lists can be used to identify the set of elements that lie within its lower and
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upper extremities in each dimension. These range lists can then be intersected to identify
the exact set of elements in contact based on the bounding volumes.
After a list of potential contact objects has been identified for each element, a
detailed contact check is done to determine the exact set of contact objects. The nature of
this geometric intersection test is dependent on the object representation used - disc
elements require only a simple distance check (which may have been already performed
during spatial sorting, depending on the bounding volume used), whereas more
comi-plicated shapes, such as polygons, require a inore involved computation. in addition
to a binary determination of contact, the point of contact must also be approximated for
non-circular (or non-spherical) elements to properly resolve contact forces.
2.3 Contact Resolution
Having identified the particle pairs in contact, the next step is to compute the interparticle
forces and then update the particle positions in accordance with Newton's laws. These
two algorithmic components are considered separately in the sections below.
2.3.1 Contact Model
Several contact models have been proposed in the literature. The simplest and most
widely used is commonly credited to Cundall and Strack (1979). In this linearized model,
which is used in MIMES, the contact deformation is represented by a spring-dashpot
system as depicted in Figure 2.1, with shear force magnitude limited by friction. The
incremental normal and shear contact force magnitudes, AFn and AFs, are given by
AFn = kAtv, -n (2.2)
AFs = kAtv, - t (2.3)
where k, and k, are the normal and shear stiffness values respectively, At is the timestep, v,
is the relative velocity between the particles in contact, n is the unit normal to the contact
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plane, and t is the unit tangent in the direction of shear. The total normal and shear force
magnitudes at time t can then be computed as
(Fn), = (F) ),At + AF (2.4)
(Fs ) = (Fs)_A, + AFs, (Fs )t p(F), (2.5)
where p is the coefficient of friction. Velocity-proportional contact damping can be
introduced to model the energy dissipation associated with inelastic collisions as
AF, = kAtv, n + kdAtv, -n (2.6)
AFs = kAtv, t + kdAtv, -t (2.7)
where kd is the damping coefficient, which can be related to the coefficient of restitution
for an idealized inelastic collision (Rajamani et al. 2000). We note that more sophisticated
contact models have been developed by several researchers based on the Mindlin and
Deresiewicz (1953) theory for elastic frictional contact (e.g., Walton and Braun 1985, and
Vu-Quoc and Zhang 1999). However, as a first-order approximation of particle
interactions, the linearized method presented above is an adequate model for the coupled
numerical framework developed in this thesis.
Additional constraints can be created between neighboring elements to model
cementation. In MIMES, these numerical bonds are point-to-point constraints that couple
the closest surface points on neighboring particles with a user-specified stiffness and
tensile/compressive strength. The bonds are aligned with the surface normals;
consequently, the bonds initially only resist normal displacement, providing tensile or
additional compressive strength to a particle pair. As particles displace, some shear
resistance is provided because the constraint points remain fixed relative to the particle
frame of reference. More realistic bonding schemes have been proposed that resist shear
and support moments (e.g., Trent and Margolin 1992, Sadd et al. 2000); these schemes
deserve consideration in future extensions of this work.
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2.3.2 Equations of Motion
Particle positions are updated according to Newton's second law, the conservation
of linear and angular momentum, given by Equations 2.8 and 2.9 for a single particle in
two dimensions:
d2x
m 2X =Ff +F, +F (2.8)
dt2
I = T + Tr (2.9)
dt
where m is the particle's mass and I is its moment of inertia, x is its position vector, Q is
its angular velocity, and F and T are the forces and torques acting on the particle, with the
subscripts f, c, and b denoting fluid, intergranular-contact, and body forces (or torques)
respectively. A modified body force equal to the particle's submerged weight is used in
the coupled model to account for the static buoyancy force exerted on the particle by the
fluid. Computation of the dynamic fluid forces and torques is presented in the following
chapter.
Equations 2.8 and 2.9 were originally integrated in MIMES with an explicit
scheme (Rege 1996) that had the form of the leapfrog algorithm (Allen and Tildesley
1987). Commonly used with DEM, the leapfrog method is a second-order scheme in
which the discrete velocities are staggered one-half timestep from the discrete
accelerations and positions. However, this stagger was not implemented correctly in
MIMES, causing a reduction in accuracy to first-order. Moreover, the stagger is not
desirable from a coupling standpoint, because concurrent values of velocity and position
are required by the fluids solver presented in Chapter 3. To overcome these difficulties, a
standard second-order, central-difference scheme was implemented (e.g., Bathe 1996)
allowing element velocities to be easily projected forward to t + At for use by the coupling
code.
Both integration techniques have a stability constraint given by
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Atcritical (2.10)
where T, is the smallest oscillation period in an n-element system. This period can be
estimated from the known period of oscillation of a simple mass-spring system,
T = 27r (2.11)
k
giving a critical timestep of
Atcritica = 2 (2.12)jk
To ensure the accuracy of the DEM simulation, in practice a timestep roughly one-tenth
the critical timestep is often used.
2.3.3 Parameter Specification
Reasonable estimates for the DEM parameters must be specified to achieve
meaningful results. Although the bulk properties of the material of interest may be well
known, often the particulate parameters are unknown and can be very difficult to obtain
experimentally. However, the Hertz theory of elastic contact provides some guidance for
the specification of the stiffness coefficients. In the three dimensional case for two spheres
in contact, Hertz theory predicts (Johnson 1985)
P= -6/ R/2 E*8 3 2  (2.13)
(9
where P is the applied compressive loading, R is the relative radius of curvature, E* is the
effective Young's modulus, and c5is the total displacement (see Figure 2.2). For bodies of
equal radius, r, R is simply equal to half the radius. For bodies with equivalent material
properties, E* is defined as
E* = - 2 (2.14)
2 1-v
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where E is Young's modulus and v is Poisson's ratio. Assuming a load-displacement
relationship of the form
P =kn('" (2.15)
and making the substitution for E* and R as given above, we find
(k),,,,,, = 0.47 1 2  (2.16)
i - V2
Equation 2.16 can be used to estimate normal stiffness values for use in the DEM
simulation. For example, for 200 pm-diameter glass beads with an approximate E of 70
GPa and v of 0.3, Equation 2.16 gives a normal stiffness on the order of 360MN/m.
Local Deformation Zone
P r
Figure 2.2 Hertz Contact
Shear stiffness values are more difficult to estimate with confidence. Hertz theory
is sometimes cited as a justification for choosing shear stiffnesses on the order of the
normal stiffness (Rajamani et al. 2000). This guidance is based on the ratio of the
tangential to normal compliance (rate of change of displacement with load) predicted by
the Hertz theory for bodies undergoing tangential displacement without slip under
constant normal load verses bodies simply undergoing normal loading. This ratio,
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=dQ 12-v (2.17)
dC5 2 1-v
dP
is equal to the reciprocal of the shear to normal stiffness ratio if displacement is assumed
to vary linearly as a function of load. For Poisson ratios below 0.5, this assumption leads
to a constraint on the range of shear stiffness values of 2/3 to 1 of the normal stiffness
value.
2.4 Model Generation
An outstanding challenge in DEM modeling is the creation of realistic synthetic specimens
whose microstructure and bulk properties closely mirror that of the physical material of
interest. The common approach found in the literature involves randomly placing discrete
elements of varying size and optionally shape into the simulation domain, the distribution
of which may be guided by the physical material's known characteristics. In two
dimensions, the simulation domain is typically bounded by a rectangular box. When
particles can no longer be inserted into the box without overlapping, the particles are
either allowed to consolidate under gravity (Masson and Martinez 2000) or are
compressed with the boundary walls (Morgan and Boettcher 1999) to form a tightly
packed assemblage. Bonds are then added if a cemented material is being modeled.
Although initial values for the discrete element parameters (e.g. stiffness) can be estimated
as described earlier, generally they must be adjusted through numerical experimentation
until the bulk response of the synthetic specimen resembles that of the material of interest
(Hazard et al. 2000).
For DEM modeling of the near-wellbore region, it is numerically expedient to
minimize the number of elements in the far field, while preserving the necessary degrees of
freedom required to adequately define the wellbore region at the desired scale. Here we
leverage two modeling techniques, discrete element grading (Choi and Wold 1996) and
source particles (an undocumented MIMES feature implemented by E. Perkins), to
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develop a packing scheme that creates such a specimen. Element grading in this context is
analogous to the same-named mesh generation technique for the finite-element method,
where finite elements are sized as a function of the anticipated local solution gradient. A
source particle is a special type of discrete element that can clone itself continuously to
introduce a stream of discrete elements into the simulation domain. The source particle is
typically fixed in space, but can be assigned a body forcing or velocity that is applied to
cloned particles that originate from the source. In this implementation we use a circular
ing& of sourc par LicLs as U) wn in Figure 2.3 with an assigned body accXeleaUtUn, (ax, LY),
that varies as a function of each source's position relative to the ring's origin as
a, = as cos(0) a, = as sin(Oi) (2.18)
where as is the specified magnitude of the body acceleration and 0 is defined in Figure
2.3. This type of forcing results in a stream of particles that propagate out along rays into
the simulation domain as shown in Figure 2.3, where particles have been colored by speed
with the spectrum from light gray to black depicting low to high particle speed. New
particles emerge from the sources at an interval, tb, defined by the time it takes for a
cloned particle to move out of contact with its source particle
tb = 2 (2.19)
A radially graded and tightly packed discrete-element specimen can be constructed using a
source ring in the following manner: 1) create a confining bounding box constructed from
discrete elements; 2) stream particles into the box from a centered source ring, allowing
particles to consolidate to the desired thickness under the radial gravitational field imposed
by the cloned child particles; 3) successively repeat (2), using smaller particles until the
remaining hole is of the desired size. Care must be taken with the specification of DEM
parameters to maintain constant bulk properties across the graded model. As noted by
Hazard et al. (2000), although bulk elasticity (Young's modulus) is independent of particle
size when particle stiffness is held constant, bulk strength varies inversely with particle size
when bond strength is left unchanged. Consequently, bond strength must be increased
proportionally with particle size to maintain constant bulk strength.
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Figure 2.3 Model Generation with Circular Source
2.5 Applications
In this section we explore the application of DEM to two common wellbore-stability
problems, borehole breakout and hydraulic fracturing. Borehole breakout is a wellbore
failure in which the borehole cross section is elongated from the preferential failure of rock
at the borehole wall (Haimson and Song 1998). Hydraulic fracturing, on the other hand, is
a production technique intentionally used to increase the yield of oil wells; vertical tensile
fractures, which extend horizontally out into the formation, are induced through the fluid
pressurization of an isolated section of the borehole. Borehole breakouts and hydraulic
fracturing can both be used to estimate underground in situ stresses (Haimson and Song
1998, Goodman 1980). The intent here is not to rigorously and in great detail model a
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specific material and set of conditions, but to merely demonstrate that DEM reproduces
the phenomenological behavior underlying these two problems.
Using sources and grading as described in the previous section, a DEM model
representing a horizontal cross section through a weakly consolidated formation was
created as shown in Figure 2.4. The simulation domain is 4 m by 4 m square and is
centered on a hole roughly 20 cm in diameter. The model consists of approximately 2000
disc elements, which range in size from 5 cm to 40 cm in diameter. The specimen has a
voiat i i iv /% aiu a COOuination number, excluding elements at the inner and outer
boundaries, of 4.5. Each element physically represents a cluster of sandstone particles.
Given that the characteristic grain scale of sandstone is on the order of 100 microns, it is
computationally impractical to model each grain. Bonding has been limited to the center
region to try to minimize boundary effects. The simulation domain is bounded by four
plates that exert a confining stress on the discs as indicated in Figure 2.4.
2.5.1 Hydraulic Fracturing
The borehole must be pressurized to simulate hydraulic fracturing. Although one could
model this pressurization with a coupled fluid-DEM scheme, we take a simpler approach
by further exploiting the idea of sources. At the molecular level, fluid pressure is
generated by the collisions of individual molecules with the walls of the fluid's container.
Although it is not computationally practical for us to simulate a fluid with DEM given the
disparate length scales associated with this problem, molecular dynamics simulations use a
closely related set of numerical techniques to model fluids at the molecular level (Allen
and Tildesley 1987).
Inspired by the molecular model of a fluid, we approximate the pressurization of
the borehole with a circular source. Small (here taken to be 0.5 cm in diameter for
computational expediency) disc particles are streamed from the source ring into the center
cavity, where they collide with the larger elements that define the borehole wall and each
other. At each timestep a constant force is applied to the source particles as a function of
their originating parent's location on the ring. Through contact damping, the
rearrangement of source particles through collisions can be minimized, resulting in a
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radial, outwards forcing along the borehole wall. The magnitude of this force is on
average directly proportional to the depth of the source particles that accumulate on the
wall. If we assume a smooth hole with a diameter, D,, 1e, that is much larger than the
source particles, the pressure on the wall, p, is given by
n(m a,)
P = n~as)(2.20)
where n is the number of source particles in contact with the borehole wall and m, is the
mass of an individual source particle. The "pressurization" rate is approximately
proportional to the rate of change of the source particle depth at the wall, or equivalently,
the rate of change of n. Because the surface of the wall is not smooth and source particles
can become repositioned due to collisions, the pressure is, of course, not isotropic.
However, this modeling technique seems reasonable as a first-order idealization of
pressurization.
Three stress states were simulated: 1) a 1:1 of a, to o-; 2) a 2:1 of q, to q; and 3)
a 2:1 of a-, to o. The confining stresses were first applied to the model to allow the
specimen to consolidate and reach a quasi-static equilibrium. Source particles were then
streamed into the center cavity with a sufficient forcing to cause the tensile failure of the
bonds. Model parameters are given in Table 2.1.
Bond failure was quantified by examining the angular distribution of broken bonds.
The domain was broken into 60 sectors originating at the borehole center. The fraction of
broken bonds in each sector of the total bonds broken at the time in question has been
plotted against the sector orientation. Figure 2.5 shows results for the 1:1 condition. The
simulation results are shown on the left, where the shading indicates remaining bond
strength (light gray represents unbonded, and black represents fully bonded). The
histograms of bond failure distribution are shown to the right. As time progresses,
fractures emanating from the borehole wall are clearly visible, and the distribution of this
failure is multi-modal. Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 present the results from the anisotropic
confining conditions. Unlike the isotropic case, the failure is now clearly concentrated
along an axis running perpendicular to the minimum confining stress. These results are in
good qualitative agreement with field and lab data.
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Table 2.1 Hydraulic Fracturing Model Parameters
Parameter Value
Particle radius
Solid 2.5 - 20 cm
Fluid 0.5 cm
Particle density 2650 kg/m 3
Contact stiffness
Normal 10 7 N/m
Shear 10 7 N/m
Friction coefficient
Solid 0.5
Fluid 0.1
Bond stiffness 106 N/m
Bond strength 500 N
Confining stress
Maximum 250 KPa
Average 187.5 KPa
Minimum 125 KPa
Fluid forcing 50 N
Timestep 5x 10-6 S
Simulation duration 0.1 s
2.5.2 Borehole Breakout
To simulate borehole breakout, the hole in the DEM model was enlarged to roughly
50 cm in diameter. The enlargement increases the degrees of freedom in the vicinity of the
borehole; it is not essential, but permits a more interesting failure along the borehole wall.
We should note the bonding scheme used here and documented earlier was intended to
model cohesion. As implemented, the cohesive links will also support compression up to
their limiting strength, but they are supplemented by the additional stiffness of the contact
constraints that are created between particles in contact. Consequently, bonds between
particles not in contact will fail well before bonds between overlapping particles subjected
to the same compressive force.
The specimen was compressed isotropically as well as anisotropically with the
constant confining stresses listed in Table 2.2. Based on the Kirsch solution for the stress
distribution around a hole in a homogenous, elastic, and isotropic rock (Goodman 1980),
we can estimate that the maximum compressive stress at the hole will be roughly three
times the maximum confining stress minus the minimum confining stress. Similarly, the
minimum compressive stress at the hole will be roughly three times the minimum confining
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stress minus the maximum confining stress. For example, for the anisotropic confining
conditions we estimate that the fully developed stress conditions at the borehole will reach
U = 6.25MPa u = -0.75MPa (2.21)
where compression has been taken to be positive. To translate these stresses to contact
forces, we assume that they act on a 5-cm2 area, based on a disc 5 cm in diameters and
1-cm thick. The resulting forces generated along the borehole wall elements are
approximately
Fm = 3KN Fn = -400N (2.22)
Given the specified bond strength of 1KN, we anticipate compressive failure to be
concentrated at the borehole wall along the axis that runs perpendicular to the maximum
confining stress.
Table 2.2 Borehole Breakout Model Parameters
Parameter Value
Particle radius 2.5 - 20 cm
Particle density 2650 kg/m3
Contact stiffness
Normal 10' N/m
Shear 10 7 N/M
Friction coefficient 0.5
Bond stiffness 3.Ox 106 N/m
Bond strength 103 N
Confining stress
Maximum 2.25 MPa
Minimum 0.5 MPa
Timestep 10-5 s
Simulation duration 0.05 s
Three stress states were simulated. First, the maximum confining stress was
applied isotropiclly in both the x- and y-direction; these results at varying times are
presented in Figure 2.8. Three failure zones can be clearly seen in Figure 2.7, roughly 120
degrees apart, with the dominant failure at about 0 = 90 degrees. The simulation was then
re-run with the maximum confining stress applied in the y- and x-directions; these results
are shown in Figure 2.9 and Figure 2.10, respectively. As expected, both anisotropic
simulations produced a bimodal distribution of bond breakage roughly aligned with the
minimum confining stress. The magnitude of failure, as measured by the number of bonds
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broken at a given time, is also very similar. Clearly, the details of the failure differ
between the two stress states, but this in not unexpected given the underlying
heterogeneity in the DEM model.
The importance of variations in the structure of DEM models was highlighted by a
coding error in the bond implementation. Dramatically different results were obtained with
two models that were thought to be identical. Further inspection of the models revealed
that a code change had introduced a single extra bond to what was otherwise an identical
model. Results from these two simulations are shown in Figure 2.11. The extra bond was
located in the lower right quadrant of the DEM model, about five elements in from the
borehole wall. The extra-bond simulation exhibits a much larger failure along the bottom
of the borehole, as seen in the lower panel of Figure 2.11. This sensitivity of DEM models
to initial conditions should not be surprising in light of the complex nonlinear dynamics
being simulated.
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3. Lattice-Boltzmann Method
We have seen in the previous chapter that DEM provides an efficient technique for the
simulation of large, dry granular and weakly cemented systems. To successfully model
solid-fluid systems, a complimentary method must be found to resolve the fluid dynamics
and the associated particle-fluid interactions. In this chapter we introduce the lattice-
Boltzmann method (LB) as a computationally efficient Navier-Stokes solver that will be
coupled with DEM to directly simulate solid-fluid dynamics. We review the theory behind
this method, and then discuss in some detail the two-dimensional formulation. Several
boundary conditions are presented, including the all-important moving solid boundary
condition through which the coupling between DEM and LB is realized. Finally, we close
with a step-by-step exposition of the coupled method, which highlights some of the
numerical subtleties implicit in the scheme.
3.1 Theory
The lattice-Boltzmann method emerged from the field of statistical physics as a smoothed
derivative of the lattice gas method (McNamara and Zanetti 1988). In the lattice-
Boltzmann method, the fluid is viewed discretely as fluid particle packets that reside at the
nodes, or sites, of a regular lattice (although irregular spatial discretizations have been
developed for LB - e.g., Mei and Shyy 1998 - we will not consider them further here
because they detract from the method's appealing simplicity). These fluid packets have a
discrete set of velocities such that packets will move or stream from one node to its
neighboring nodes in a timestep. At each node, fluid packets collide and are redistributed
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according to specific relationships that conserve mass and momentum and recover the
Navier-Stokes equation. LB's connection to the Navier-Stokes equations can be made in
several ways (Chen and Doolen 1998). The LB equation can be viewed as a special finite-
difference scheme for the discrete Boltzmann equation. Although the Boltzmann equation
governs the dynamics of a rarefied gas, it reproduces the continuum behavior associated
with the Navier-Stokes equation in the limit of a small mean free path (Bird 1976).
Alternatively, a Chapman-Enskog expansion can be applied to the LB equation to show
thLI he IInomreIb-e -SLokes equation are recovered WILh second-Vrde
accuracy in space and time for small Knudsen and Mach numbers (e.g., Benzi et al. 1992,
Reider and Sterling 1995).
Formally, the LB method used here is often referred to in the literature as the
lattice BGK method because it replaces the full collision term with the linearized,
Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook single-time relaxation model (Bhatnagar et al. 1954). The
linearized evolution equation can be written as
At L)_fe Xt)
f1(x +e At, t + At) = f1 (x,t) - (f, (x,t) - f1 e'(xt)) (3.1)
where f,(x,t) is the fluid particle density distribution with velocity ei at a node located at
position x for a given time t; t is the relaxation time; and fet(x,t) is the equilibrium density
distribution for the fluid. The particle distribution fi can be thought of as the probable
amount of fluid mass moving in the direction i (Noble and Torczynski 1998). Equation 3.1
comprises a collision phase (the second term on the right), and a streaming phase that
moves the distribution calculated on the right hand side to the neighboring node indicated
on the left, x + e;At. The macroscopic fluid variables at a node, density p and velocity v,
are found from the moments of the fluid particle density distribution:
Sfiej
S='(3.2)
P
P =YJ (3.3)
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Lattice-Boltzmann simulates a slightly compressible fluid; consequently, fluid pressure, p,
is given by the following equation of state
p=2cp (3.4)
where c, is the fluid's speed of sound. This simple relationship for pressure gives LB a
distinct advantage over traditional Navier-Stokes solvers, which must solve the Poisson
equation for pressure (Chen et al. 1995). As discussed earlier, convergence of the method
to the desired incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is obtained only for a small
Knudsen number and computational Mach number, M, which is defined by
VM = (3.5)
C
where v is the maximum fluid speed, c is the lattice speed given by h/At, and h is equal to
the spacing between lattice nodes. Since the Knudsen number is proportional to the Mach
number divided by the Reynolds number, for nonzero Reynolds numbers a small Mach
number is a sufficient condition for the convergence of LB to the incompressible Navier-
Stokes equations (Reider and Sterling 1995).
The LB equation can be amended to include external fluid forcing with the
addition of a desired amount of momentum to the appropriate nodes at each timestep.
The resulting equation is given by
f, (x + eAt,t + At) = fi(X, t) - (fi (X, t) _ fi,'(X, t)) +F, At (3.6)
where Fi is the nodal forcing. The nodal forcing must be defined in such a way that the
added forcing equals the desired body force, F, and also conserves mass (Noble et al.
1996), namely
F =ZFe, F, = 0 (3.7)
We should note that F is implicitly defined through Equation 3.7 to have the dimensions of
a mass-density force (i.e., pa rather than ma). Forcing of the flow with a body force, F,
can therefore be equated to the imposition of a constant pressure gradient equal simply to
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F; the pressure computed from Equation 3.4 reflects dynamic pressure variations about
this constant gradient.
3.2 Numerical Method
The two-dimensional model developed for this study uses a square, nine-velocity
lattice sometimes referred to in the LB literature as the D2Q9 model (Qian et al. 1992).
At each node there are eight density distributions, f, with non-zero velocities. There is
also a zero-velocity or rest distribution at each node, fo. This model is shown in Figure
3.1, where nodes have been shown as filled squares. Velocity vectors, ej, for the center
node are also shown as labeled. The areal extent of the lattice cell associated with the
center node is shown in gray.
The equilibrium distribution used in our model is given by Gallivan et al. (1997).
We should note that this equilibrium distribution is not unique; other distributions for the
2DQ9 model have been derived (e.g. Qian et al. 1992). Although the numerical properties
of these different models vary slightly, these differences were not considered significant
enough to warrant further investigation here. The rest equilibrium distribution used here is
f= p( 2 v -v) (3.8)7 3c(
the horizontal- and vertical-link equilibrium distributions, for i = 1, 3, 5, and 7, are
1 1 1 21
ff eq= p(--+ 2ei-*V+ I(e,-V)2 2 V) (3.9)7 3c 2c 4  6c2
and the diagonal-link equilibrium distributions, for i = 2, 4, 6, and 8, are
1 1 1 1f 4= (-e - + (e, -)2- V - V) (3.10)28 12c 2  8c 4  24c2
The fluid's kinematic viscosity v is specified by
62* -1 h 2 (3.11)6 At
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where '* is the dimensionless relaxation time equal to t/At. Finally, the fluid speed of
sound, cs, is related to the model discretization parameters as
3h
C = (3.12)
7 At
node
65 el
lattice cell
Figure 3.1 2-D Lattice-Boltzmann Model
Upon inspection of the evolution equation, Equation 3.1, and equilibrium
distribution expressions, Equations 3.8-3.10, it becomes clear that most of the
computational cost for each timestep update is associated with the calculation of the
equilibrium distribution; this computation is local in nature, in that it requires no additional
information from neighboring nodes. The only data that is exchanged between lattice
nodes occurs during the streaming of the distributions. Herein lies one of the primary
advantages of the lattice-Boltzmann method over other traditional methods in
computational fluid dynamics (CFD), such as the finite-element method. Because the
method is primarily local in space and explicit in time, extremely efficient, massively
parallel implementations are possible that enable the solution of large, physically realistic
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systems, such as flow through reconstructed porous media specimens (O'Connor and
Fredrich 1999).
3.3 Boundary Conditions
A variety of boundary and initial conditions have been proposed for the lattice-Boltzmann
method to accurately translate macroscopic conditions, such as a uniform in-flow velocity
or no-flow solid boundary, to the appropriate density distributions at boundary nodes
(Chen and Doolen 1998). In this work, we limit ourselves to the implementation of the
periodic fluid, fixed solid, slip (or symmetry), and moving solid boundary conditions.
We also limit ourselves to quiescent initial conditions. Other initial and boundary
conditions, including fixed-velocity and fixed-pressure conditions, have been developed
for LB; the interested reader is referred to the strategies of Skordos (1993), Maier et al.
(1996), Chen et al. (1996) and Zou and He (1997) for these conditions.
3.3.1 Periodic Fluid Boundary
Periodic fluid boundaries are used to allow a small computational domain to capture some
of the physics present in a much larger physical domain. The periodic condition does not
represent a closed-loop system, but rather an infinite array of identical, interconnected
systems. Periodic boundaries can be applied in either the x- or y-direction, or in both
directions concurrently. The condition is implemented by redirecting out-flowing fluid to
the in-flow boundary. With LB, the upstream boundary nodes merely point to the
downstream boundary nodes as their upstream neighbors, and vice versa. The condition is
then applied during the streaming step, when distributions are exchanged between the
upstream and downstream boundaries.
3.3.2 Fixed Solid Boundary
Fixed solid boundaries, also referred to in the fluids literature as no-flow boundaries,
restrict both the normal and tangential fluid velocity components to zero along the solid-
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fluid interface. The no-flow boundary condition is simply implemented by reversing the
incoming distributions at the nodes defining the solid boundaries as shown in Figure 3.2.
Specifically, the distributions are reversed during the collision step, and then transferred
back to the neighboring fluid nodes during the streaming step. This method, which is
commonly referred to in the LB literature as the bounce-back condition, is widely used
because of its computational expediency. Unfortunately, it is of first-order accuracy
(Cornubert et al. 1991), so it degrades the overall accuracy of the LB method in the
boundary vicinity. Also, the bounce-back method effectively establishes the no-flow
boundary at the halfway point between the boundary nodes where it is applied and the
nearest fluid nodes lying to the interior of the domain (Cornubert et al. 1991). Several
second-order, no-flow boundary conditions have been proposed (e.g. Skordos 1993,
Noble et al. 1995). These schemes were not implemented, but their addition to the code
would be straightforward because of its extensibility as discussed in Chapter 4.
Solid Boundary Symmetry Boundary
Bounce-back Condition Slip Condition
Figure 3.2 Bounce-back and Slip Boundary Conditions
3.3.3 Slip Boundary
The slip boundary condition can be used to model half-plane symmetry as shown in Figure
3.2. At the macroscopic scale, the slip boundary condition allows only tangential flow
along the boundary. For flow conditions that exhibit the appropriate symmetry, such as
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plane Poiseuille flow, the slip boundary condition can be used to halve the computational
domain. Its implementation is very similar to the bounce-back condition, in that the
incoming distributions are rearranged during the collision step, and then transferred back
to the neighboring fluid nodes during the streaming step. At each slip boundary node, the
normal incoming distribution is reversed to impose the no-flow condition, while the
diagonally incoming distributions are specularly reflected to permit tangential flow.
Numerical experimentation has shown that the slip boundary condition (as formulated
here) effectively imposes the symmetry boundary at the halfway point between the
boundary and adjacent fluid nodes. Care must also be taken to apply fluid forcing at the
slip nodes: a comparison of numerical results against the known analytical solution for
plane Poiseuille flow has shown that the best agreement is obtained when forcing is also
applied at the slip nodes.
3.3.4 Moving Solid Boundary
The moving solid boundary condition is the computational cornerstone of the coupled
DEM-LB method. This condition imposes the no-flow velocity condition at the solid-fluid
interface, forcing the fluid and solid to have identical velocities at the interface. In the
case of a stationary solid, this condition obviously reduces to the fixed boundary case
discussed above. The challenge with LB in deriving this condition is to fix the nodal
distributions at the solid interface in such a way that the macroscopic no-flow condition is
enforced while still preserving mass and momentum conservation at the local level. For
example, one obvious approach is to set the nodal distributions along the discretized
boundary to the equilibrium distributions calculated for the solid velocity. Although this
approach exactly satisfies the macroscopic no-flow condition, at the nodal level a mass
flux can be introduced through the interface. Even if the mass flux is corrected (e.g.
Takada and Tsutahara 1998), the imposition of equilibrium at the interface is an artificial
constraint upon the system that cannot be easily justified.
Several moving boundary conditions for LB have been proposed in the literature
for coupled solid-fluid modeling. The first is widely credited to Ladd (1994), who
developed an immersed-boundary-like scheme in which a modified bounce-back condition
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was applied at the nodes located along the boundaries of a moving solid. Aidun and Lu
(1995, also Aidun et al. 1998) later modified Ladd's condition to eliminate the need for
interior nodes in the solid-covered regions of the computational domain. Qi (1999) also
modified Ladd's method to alter the manner in which solid forcing was computed.
Here we adopt a different moving boundary scheme proposed by Noble and
Torczynski (1998). Unlike the other boundary conditions discussed above that use a
discretized representation of the solid compiled from the lattice cells (see left panel of
Figure 3.4) covered by the solid, Noble and Torczynski's approach employs a modified
collision operator in the lattice-Boltzmann equation that accounts for the varying amount
of fluid mass scattered by a partially or fully covered solid cell. The Noble and Torczynski
method is a true immersed boundary scheme: the fluid domain is continuous, and the
velocity of the fluid inside the solid-covered regions is set to the rigid body motion of the
solids. We use one of the modified forms proposed by Noble and Torczynski that they
noted as being the most accurate. Specifically, Equation 3.1 becomes
f1 (x + e, At, t + At) = f(x, t) - -(1- B)(fi (x, t) - fie(X, t)) + B f (3.13)
T
where B is a weighting function that depends on the cell solid fraction or solid ratio, F,
defined here as the fraction of the lattice cell area covered by a solid(s), and the
dimensionless relaxation time as
B(e, - ) = , (3.14)
(1-)+(r* -1/2)
Qs is an additional collision term that bounces back the non-equilibrium part of the
distribution and is given by
f2Sf f_(X, t) -f(X, t) + f q (p, Vs) - f i, (p, V) (3.15)
where vs is the solid's velocity at time t, and -i is used to denote the distribution
component having the opposite direction to i (e.g.,fs forf 1 , see Figure 3.1). As can easily
be seen from the arrangement of Equation 3.14, B varies from 0 to 1 as a cell's solid
fraction varies from 0 to 1. The effect of Equation 3.13 is to modify the density
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distributions at the nodes covered by a solid in such a way that the fluid velocity is set to
match the solid's rigid body motion, enforcing the no-flow condition. An important
advantage of this boundary condition is that it allows for the sub-grid resolution of moving
boundaries through the solid ratio term, which will be further discussed in a later section.
3.4 Coupling with DEM
Clearly, in a solid-fluid system the fluid dynamics of the flow are influenced by the
presence of solids, and the solids are, in turn, driven by fluid-induced forces. The moving
boundary condition presented above accounts for the effect of the moving solids on the
flow; we now need to complete the coupling through the computation of the fluid-induced
forces on the solids. The force of the fluid, Ff, on a particle can be found by summing up
the momentum transfer that occurs over the n nodes covered by the solid as
h2
F, =-Z Bl Ofe (3.16)
It should be noted that this force computation is numerically exact: no approximation of
fluid-induced stresses is made, as is required by some traditional CFD coupling schemes.
Fluid-induced torque, Tf, can be easily found through a similar computation,
h2
Ty = At (x -x,) x (Bn Of~e) (3.17)
where x, is the centroid of the solid particle at time t. Fluid-particle coupling is realized at
each timestep by first computing the fluid solution, and then updating the particle positions
as described in the previous chapter. At each time t, the coupled algorithm can be broken
down as follows:
1. Compute fluid solution
1.1. Identify discrete elements that overlap the fluid lattice at t. Given the known x-
and y- extents of the lattice, this requires a simple search performed by the DEM
module to determine the elements that lie within the lattice.
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1.2. For each overlapping element, calculate the solid ratio for all lattice cells partially
or fully covered by the element. Also, set the solid velocity of these cells based on
the element's rigid body motion at the nodes. This step is discussed in more detail
below.
1.3. Apply LB method with the modified collision operator, as given in Equation 3.13,
using updated lattice properties from (1.2). Compute solid forcing contribution
(inner sum of Equation 3.16) for each node having a non-zero solid ratio value.
Finally, stream distributions to advance fluid solution to t + At.
1.4. Compute fluid forcing on discrete elements by summing nodal forcing (outer sums
of Equations 3.16 and 3.17) for each discrete element.
2. Compute updated discrete element positions
2.1. Apply DEM contact detection algorithm to identify particles in contact.
2.2. Resolve contacts to find contact and any other constraint-related forces.
2.3. Integrate particle equations of motion using summation of all body, fluid, and
contact forces. Fluid's buoyancy force is accounted for by adjusting gravitational
forces to submerged weight. Particle positions are advanced to t + At, as are
particle velocities for use in (1) above.
Most of the algorithmic details associated with these steps are documented in this chapter,
the preceding chapter, and the following chapter. However, there are several subtleties
associated with the scheme outlined above that we will highlight here. First, consider the
association between elements and nodes. Clearly, an element will overlap many nodes, but
a nodal cell can also be overlapped by multiple elements, all of which contribute to the
cell's solid fraction and are forced by the momentum imbalance in the cell. This issue is
considered further in the next chapter. Second, care must be taken to efficiently calculate
the lattice's solid ratios, step (1.2) above, particularly when nodal spacings are small
relative to element size. If we take the discrete element characteristic length to be O(mh),
where m is the number of nodes, then in two dimensions each element covers O(m2 )
nodes. Therefore, there are O(m 2) solid ratio calculations associated with each element,
and O(nm2) calculations at each timestep for n discrete elements, which can become very
expensive if naively implemented. In the next section, we look more closely at this
calculation.
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3.4.1 Solid Ratio Calculation
At each node, the solid ratio calculation entails an estimate of the solid covered
area - or volume in three dimensions - of that node's cell. Effectively, as shown in Figure
3.3, this is a geometric intersection problem between the square nodal cell and the discrete
element geometry that is analogous to the contact resolution problem discussed in Chapter
2. Although an exact solution can be derived for some element geometries, the
computations associated with these solutions are typically quite involved. Consider, for
example, the case shown in Figure 3.3. In particular, let us take one of the outer cells that
is only partially covered by the disc element. For discs large enough to circumscribe the
cell, there are at most two intersection points between the disc and cell. Generically, these
two points can be identified by searching for the intersection of the disc surface with the
cell's four boundary segments. Once these points are found, the covered area can be
decomposed into a 3- to 5-sided polygon and a circle segment, for which there are known
area formulae (e.g. Dull 1926).
Node
Nodal Cell
Outline of
Disc Element
* 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
. 0 0 00 0 0 0 *
Partially Covered
Nodal Cell
Figure 3.3 Intersection of Disc Element with Lattice Cells
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It is unclear that the computational effort necessary to obtain a high level of
accuracy in the solid fraction calculation is warranted. Given the various approximations
implicit in the overall scheme (e.g., simplification of particle shape) and the at best second-
order accuracy of LB, we argue that a reasonable approximation of solid ratio will suffice.
At the coarsest level of approximation, the solid ratio could be binarized, requiring only
one check to determine whether a node falls to the inside or outside of the element. This
gross approximation results in a stair-stepped representation of curved boundaries shown
in Figure 3.4. A more accurate calculation smoothes the solid ratios along curved
boundaries, resulting in the dithering-like effect seen in Figure 3.4.
Outline of Node
Disc Element Solid Ratio
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
-0.2
Binarized Solid Ratio Exact Solid Ratio
Figure 3.4 Accuracy of Solid Ratio Calculation
From an efficiency standpoint, the binarization approach is appealing because it
requires only one check per cell. Furthermore, good results have been obtained for
stationary, curved solid boundaries with the bounce-back condition, which relies on the
stair-stepped representation (Gallivan et al. 1997). However, for moving solids,
binarization results in discontinuous interaction between the fluid and solid, as cells
periodically alternate from fluid to solid (in a single timestep) as the solids move across the
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lattice. For this reason it is important that the solid ratio calculation algorithm have some
degree of sub-cell resolution to detect the movement of a boundary through the cell.
With these guidelines in mind, the discrete approximation approach taken here,
gridding, allows the user to strike a balance between some desired level of accuracy and
computational expediency. The general algorithm can be summarized as follows: First, an
element's axis-aligned bounding box is intersected with the lattice to identify the subset of
lattice nodes for which a more detailed check must be performed. Then, depending on the
element type, nodes lying sufficiently to the interior of the element surface can have their
solid ratio quickly set to 1. Finally, a detailed solid ratio calculation is performed for all
remaining nodes.
There are two conditions by which solid ratios can be quickly determined for
nodes lying within an element's bounding box. First, for disc (and spherical) elements for
which an axis-aligned circumscribed square can be quickly calculated (or stored in the
element data), a large number of solid-covered nodes can be quickly identified through a
trivial intersection of the circumscribed square region with the lattice. Second, and more
generally, for elements, such as superquadric elements, for which there is some easily
computed measure of the closeness of a point to the element's surface, a simple check can
be done for each node lying within the element's bounding box to determine whether it is
well outside, near, or well inside the element's surface. These two optimization strategies
are shown graphically in Figure 3.5. Based on the circumscribed square test, the left panel
shows nodes in the shaded square for which the solid ratio can be simply set to 1. Using
the outside-near-inside surface test, in the right panel only the nodes that lie within the
element's bounding box and fall within the annular region defined by the two dashed
circles must be subjected to a detailed solid ratio calculation. For disc and spherical
elements, these two culling techniques can be combined to exclude most nodes from the
detailed check.
For all nodes not identified as uncovered or fully covered during the preceding
step, a more detailed solid ratio calculation must performed. This is accomplished here by
successively subdividing the nodal cell into a user-specified number of subcells. For each
subcell, an inside-outside check of the subcell's center point is performed, giving an
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approximated solid ratio equal to the sum of the subcell points inside the element divided
by the total number of subcells. In general, it was found that a minimal subdivision of four
subcells often produced reasonable results. Simulations performed with a less refined
(coarser) lattice relative to element size benefited more from a higher level of accuracy in
the solid ratio calculation.
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Figure 3.5 Optimization Strategies for Solid Ratio Calculation
3.4.2 Numerical Considerations
The coupling of the DEM and LB techniques imposes several important constraints upon
simulation parameters, including the timestep size and lattice resolution. The degree to
which these constraints inconvenience the user is largely dependent on the preciseness
with which material properties must be specified. The more latitude the user has in the
specification of material parameters, the easier it is to avoid entanglement in the
relationships underlying these constraints.
Let us examine these constraints in more detail. For simulations in which elements
will come in contact with one another or are bonded together, the simulation timestep
must be small enough to resolve the highest frequency in the DEM system. Typically, as
explained in the previous chapter, the DEM timestep is taken to be
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1
AtDEM k (3.18)
5
In LB, the timestep is also constrained through the relationship for viscosity, Equation
3.11, which we rearrange here as
AtLB 2z*-1h2  (3.19)
6 v
In the coupled method, the same timestep is used for both the DEM and LB components,
creating the following implicit relationship between model parameters
2z-* -1 h 2  k (3.20)
6 v 5
If the material properties are specified, a quick inspection of Equation 3.20 reveals that
only z* and h can be freely varied to satisfy the timestep constraint. However, both
parameters have a limited range of values that they can assume without adversely affecting
the simulation results. The relaxation parameter, as previously discussed, must be greater
than 0.5 to ensure stability of the LB method. Also, it must generally be kept of 0(1), as
will be seen in the next chapter, to achieve accurate results. Hence, this parameter gives us
little help towards satisfying Equation 3.20.
The spatial discretization interval, h, can be more freely varied than the relaxation
parameter. To determine its optimal value, the user must first consider what level of flow
resolution is required. For an inertial flow like vortex shedding around a cylinder, a fine
discretization is necessary to resolve the detailed fluid dynamics. Numerical
experimentation with this particular problem suggests that the node spacing should be
equal to one-tenth (or smaller) the disc diameter. For creeping flows with fewer
dynamics, the lattice discretization can be as coarse as one-fourth the solid diameter.
After satisfying Equation 3.20 and the physical guidelines given above, the user must
balance the desire for higher fidelity against the added computational expense of lattice
refinement. Although the LB method scales roughly linearly with the number of nodes,
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halving the node spacing obviously still quadruples and octuples the cost in two
dimensions and three dimensions, respectively.
Of course, accurate resolution of the coupled solid-fluid dynamics of interest may
require an even smaller spatial and temporal discretization than the one calculated using
the procedure outline above. In general, the standard way to determine this is to
successively reduce either the timestep or grid spacing and then rerun the simulation until
the changes in simulation results are acceptably small. With the coupled scheme, this
refinement technique is complicated by the relationship given in Equation 3.11. For a
fixed viscosity and relaxation parameter, this relationship dictates that the timestep must
be quartered when the node spacing is halved. The influence of the spatial and temporal
discretizations as well as the relaxation parameter on the accuracy of the method will be
further investigated in Chapter 5 through a series of numerical validation studies.
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4. Implementation
One of the corollary objectives of this research was to implement the coupled LB-DEM
method presented in the previous chapter into a robust, generalized modeling
environment, which would facilitate the code's application to a wide variety of solid-fluid
problems. Based on the cumulative development experience of the author's research group
(Rege 1996, O'Connor 1996, Chiou 1998, Komodromos 2001, Perkins 2001), and
feedback from industry beta testers of the group's earlier DEM codes, the following
software design guidelines were established:
" Ease of use: The modeling environment should serve as a virtual laboratory in
which numerical experiments can be easily and seamlessly defined, run, and
analyzed.
* Extensibility: The application's software design should leave itself open to
future enhancements and additions to both the computational kernel and the
user interface.
" High performance: Although some degradation in performance is expected
with the generalized implementation necessary to support a wide variety of
model configurations, the application should be sufficiently efficient so as to be
competitive with optimized implementations of the underlying numerical
methods.
" Platform independence: With the emergence of Linux as a scientific computing
platform and the continued popularity of Windows, the application should
build for execution on either Linux or Windows from the same or slightly
modified source code.
" Programmability: The application should be controllable from an extensible
command language to support command-driven or scripted setup.
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Fortunately, the author had access to the source code of an existing DEM application,
MIMES (Rege 1996, Perkins 1999), developed around a similar set of design
philosophies, which provided a convenient starting point from which to implement the
coupled scheme. This new coupled modeling capability, which was developed with the
generous support of Sandia National Laboratories, has been renamed SandFlow2D. The
remainder of the chapter documents the design and functionality of SandFlow2D.
4.1 Software Design
As an extension of MIMES, SandFlow2D adheres closely to Rege's original design
(1996). The software design reflects a balance between the application requirements: the
need for extensibility suggests an object-oriented (00) design; performance demands
require a compiled 00 language such as C++; ease-of-use necessitates a graphical user
interface (GUI) to the application kernel; the desire for platform-independence precludes
tying the GUI directly to a specific windowing system (e.g. X or Windows); and finally the
need for programmability suggests leveraging a scripting language to create an application
command language. This set of system design guidelines led to the application design
presented in the following sections.
4.1.1 Architecture
The SandFlow2D modeling environment consists of 1) an object-oriented application
kernel coded in C++; 2) a set of Tcl scripts, which build the user interface and define a
number of application-specific Tcl procedures; and 3) several dynamically linked libraries,
among the most important of which are OpenGL and Tcl/Tk. Figure 4.1 presents an
outline of the program architecture. A user can interact with the application through
either a GUI or a console. Both the GUI and console are script built from the platform-
independent Tk widget set. Commands issued through the GUI and console are parsed by
the embedded Tcl interpreter, which executes built-in Tcl commands directly or calls the
application kernel for execution of application-defined commands. The application can in
turn pass back results or state information through the interpreter for graphical or textual
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display in the user interface. The Tcl/Tk and OpenGL components are described further in
the sections below.
User Interaction
Embedded Tpl Interpreter
Console : GUI
Application Kernel
Tcl/Tk
OpenGL
Operating System
Hardware
Figure 4.1 SandFlow2D Architecture
4.1.1.1 Tcl/Tk
Tcl/Tk is a software package that provides a comprehensive programming system for
developing and controlling graphical user interface applications (Ousterhout 1994).
Tcl/Tk was created and developed by John Ousterhout; it has been open-sourced and is
freely available on-line (www.scriptics.com). By itself, Tcl (Tool command language)
offers a powerful scripting language, which is parsed and executed by the Tcl interpreter.
Tk (Toolkit) extends Tcl with a suite of platform-independent widgets that can be scripted
to create highly functional graphical user interfaces (GUI). Tcl/Tk offers a number of
important benefits over other programming environments that are leveraged in this
deployment:
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" Embeddable: The Tcl interpreter can be easily embedded into a C/C++
application to provide a scripted or event-driven (through a Tk GUI) front-end
to the application.
" Extensible: The Tcl language can be extended to include both user-defined
scripted procedures or compiled C++ commands, which are registered with the
interpreter at compile-time.
* Platform independent: Tcl/Tk is available for most common operating
systems, including Linux, Mac, UNIX, and Windows.
Arguably, there are now several other programming environments - including Java and
Python - that offer similar advantages to those enumerated above. The interested reader is
referred to Komodromos (2001) for a discussion of a Java-based DEM simulation
environment.
The basic syntax of the Tcl language consists of string-based commands separated
by newlines or semicolons. Each Tcl command is made up of one or more words
separated by spaces. The name of the command is the first word, with all subsequent
words interpreted as arguments to the command. Tcl uses typeless variables that are
defined and modified with the set command. For example, the following Tcl command
declares - or modifies if it already exists - the variable x and sets its value to 5:
set x 5
The value of a variable can also be read with set by leaving off the value argument. The
state of the Tcl interpreter can be queried with the info command. For example,
info vars
returns the names of all variables while
info conmmands
returns the names of all built-in and user-defined commands registered with the
interpreter. A pattern can also be specified as the second argument to restrict the names
returned to those matching the pattern, which can be used to locate application-specific
commands. Variable substitution is accomplished with the addition of $ in front of the
variable name. For example, the command
expr $x*10
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computes the product of the value of x and 10. Brackets are used for command
substitution. The following command sets the variable y to the result of the previous
command:
set y [expr $x*10]
Tcl also provides a complete set of control structures for conditional execution, looping,
and procedure definition. A more complete programming guide can be found in the
Tcl/Tk texts by Ousterhout (1994) and several other authors (e.g., Foster-Johnson 1997).
4.1.1.2 OpenGL
Simulation results are drawn into a special Tk widget by the kernel code using calls to the
OpenGL runtime library. OpenGL is an open, industry-standard graphics application
programming interface that incorporates a broad set of 2D and 3D visualization functions.
OpenGL implementations are available for all major platforms, including Windows and
Linux. Most implementations support hardware acceleration for many OpenGL functions,
which significantly increases graphics performance. Hardware acceleration is performed
by the graphics processing unit (GPU) located on a computer's graphics card, relieving the
central processing unit (CPU) of the considerable load associated with the transformation
and rendering of graphics data. Because of recent progress in chip design, even relatively
inexpensive (under $500 US) graphics cards can substantially enhance overall application
performance, particularly when simulation results are rendered at frequent timestep
intervals. Additional information about OpenGL can be found on-line at www.opengl.org;
a comprehensive programming guide has been written by Woo et al. (1999).
Platform-independent user interfaces for OpenGL applications can be developed
with the OpenGL Utility Toolkit (GLUT). However, a GLUT window would be difficult
to integrate with and manage from the Tk user interface originally used in MIMES.
Consequently, a special Tk Widget called Togl was used to create an embedded OpenGL
window within the MIMES user interface. The Togl widget is first initialized from the
application kernel and then created from the Tcl user interface initialization scripts.
Subsequent OpenGL calls from the application kernel are rendered into the Togl widget.
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4.1.2 Object Model
The original MIMES object model (Rege 1996) has been extended in SandFlow2D with
the addition of the LB solver and coupling code. The extended object model is presented
in Figure 4.2, which uses the Object Modeling Technique notation (Rumbaugh 1991).
The LB object design is shown in the left branch that originates with the Lattice class; an
abbreviated representation of the MIMES design is shown in the center and right
branches. Some of the original components, as well as recent extensions to the MIMES
DEM design, have not been shown to minimize the complexity of the object model.
Original components not depicted include the Material class, objects of which hold DEM
material properties and are associated with any number of Element objects. DEM
extensions not shown include the addition of several Element subclasses, such as the
Cylinder subclass added by the author, and the GodParticle subclass added by Perkins
(2001) to implement source and sink particles, as well as several original and new
constraint subclasses. The interested reader is referred to Rege (1996) for a detailed
discussion of the original MIMES object design.
Manager
Lattice Object List Constraint List
Element Constraint
Node State -
Legend
Association: 1
Di-c Association: 1 or moreFluid Fixed Boundary Slip Boundary Disc Line Superquad Quad e ian: r
Figure 4Inheritance
Figure 4.2 SandFlow2D Object Model
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The Lattice class manages the LB simulation and stores general LB properties. By
design, the coupled LB-DEM simulation overseen by the Manger class contains only one
Lattice object; in theory, multiple Lattice objects could be used to model discontinuous
fluid flow in a larger DEM domain, but the author could find no relevant physical problem
that would motivate such a design. In order to properly update the lattice cells' solid ratio
over the course of the simulation, the Lattice object tracks the Element objects
overlapping the lattice at any given timestep. The Lattice also contains an array of
pointers to the Nodes that comprise the computational representation of the fluid domain.
Key Lattice methods include:
" connectO: Function that instantiates Node objects based on user-specified
boundary conditions and defines nodal connectivity for streaming of LB
distributions.
" draw*(): Suite of visualization functions, such as drawDensityo, that manage
the visualization of LB results.
* dumpo: Function that writes LB results to a file, called by Tcl user function
dumpLattice.
" setSolids(): Function that updates solid ratio values of lattice cells.
" setupO: Function that initializes lattice according to user-specified parameters.
" updateo: Function that oversees LB simulation update at each timestep, calls
setSolidsO, calls nodes' collision and streaming functions, and finally calls
elements' fluid-force computation function.
The Node class and its subclasses implement the detailed collision and streaming
procedures associated with the various LB node types. The Node base class defines a
suite of functions, most of which are virtual functions defined by subclasses. It also serves
as a container for common data, such as the eight pointers to neighboring nodes needed in
the D2Q9 scheme. The subclasses are largely distinguished by their collision and
streaming operators: the moving boundary, bounce-back, and slip operators are
implemented in the Fluid, FixedBoundary, and SlipBoundary subclasses respectively.
FixedSolid, a fourth subclass not shown in Figure 4.2, allows users to eliminate fixed solid
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regions from the lattice to reduce computational overhead; the perimeters of these regions
are defined by FixedBoundary nodes. Key Node data members and methods include:
" fold, f: Arrays of nine doubles that are used to store the old distributions and
incoming density distributions. Double precision must be used to avoid round-
off error during the calculation of the equilibrium distributions (Skordos 1993).
" neighbors: An array of eight Node pointers to the nearest surrounding nodes.
" x, y: Position variables in global coordinates.
" collideO: Virtual function that implements appropriate LB collision operator.
" draw*(): Suite of virtual functions that draw node property and state
information.
" dumpo: Virtual function that writes node properties and state to output
stream.
" streamO: Virtual function that implements appropriate LB streaming step.
Each element, through its State object, maintains a list of nodes that are covered by
the element at any given timestep. This list is traversed by the element during the forcing
summation at the end of each LB update, and then traversed again before it is cleared at
the beginning of the next timestep to zero out the solid ratio values of the previously
covered nodes. Although a linked list has been used in this implementation, a more
efficient structure would be a dynamically allocated array, which could be sized based on
lattice discretization and element area.
Nodes can be associated with two or more elements depending on the element
shape and the element size relative to the lattice discretization. For example, for the case
where elements are much larger than the node spacing, a node cell can be overlapped by at
most two disc elements or four square elements. This fact significantly complicates the
implementation of the coupling scheme outlined in Chapter 3. If multiple elements cover
the same lattice cell, the contribution of each element towards the cell's solid ratio and
velocity must be properly computed; subsequently, the cell's fluid forcing on each element
should be proportioned based on each element's contribution to the total solid ratio. To
simplify the bookkeeping associated with these issues, in this implementation we have
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assumed that the nodal forcing can be simply proportioned amongst covering elements
independent of the element's contribution to the total solid ratio. Consequently, each node
can use an inexpensive counter to track the number of covering elements. During the
element force resolution calculation, the counter is referenced to correctly proportion the
forcing.
4.1.3 Performance
Many performance-oriented scientific applications are written at a low-level in either C or
FORTRAN because of the commonly perceived abstraction penalty incurred by object-
oriented codes. Motivated by these concerns, the object-oriented LB code in
SandFlow2D was optimized through several profiling and tuning iterations. For example,
functions were inlined whenever possible, and temporary variables were introduced in
loops in lieu of references to member variables. Despite these improvements, there
remains some additional overhead, such as virtual function calls, associated with the
object-oriented LB implementation. To quantify this penalty, the code was benchmarked
against some published results for optimized C and FORTRAN codes (Stockman 1998).
Raw LB update (with no DEM coupling) speeds of approximately 250,000 nodes/second
have been achieved on a 400 MHz Pentium II PC, which is within about a factor of two of
the fastest known C and FORTRAN codes. One unavoidable drawback of the object-
oriented LB implementation is its memory overhead: each node requires about 320 bytes,
about 4 times the storage required by the most memory-efficient LB implementations.
4.2 Application Functionality
A user can interact with the application through either the GUI or the console. A
screenshot of the main application window is presented in Figure 4.3. A simple model of
channel flow around a disc is shown for illustrative purposes. The model's objects - a
discrete-element disc and a LB lattice - have been defined in the canvas, which is the large
panel on the left side of the application window. Simulation results are displayed in the
simulation window, which is the large panel located on the right side of the application
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window. In this case, fluid velocity magnitude is shown in grayscale, where light gray
represents slow-moving fluid and dark gray represents fast-moving fluid.
In general, simulation parameters can either be defined through the menus located
in the menu bar of the application's main window, or set using commands issued in the
console. Discrete elements and fluid meshes are defined by first selecting the object type
with the mouse pointer from the object palette located along the upper left side of the
application window. Objects are then drawn on the canvas with the pointer by dragging
out the object's bounding box with the left mouse button depressed; the object is created
when the left mouse button is released. Objects can also be defined using the appropriate
commands issued in the console.
4.2.1 Visualization Options
A variety of visualization options are available for displaying the simulation state. For
example, discrete elements can be colored by mass, speed, or bond strength. Lattice
properties and fluid state can be displayed as follows:
" Node type and position: This option displays the location of nodes in various
colors as a function of node type.
" Solid ratio: This option displays solid ratio values across the lattice, turning off
discrete element display to allow the user to verify that the code is correctly
identifying the discrete element intersections with the lattice.
" Pressure: This option displays the pressure across the lattice; values are either
auto-scaled to the color map or can be clamped to a user-specified range.
* Velocity magnitude: This option displays the velocity magnitude across the
lattice; magnitudes are either auto-scaled to the color map or can be clamped
to a user-specified range.
* Velocity direction: This option displays an arrow at each node that points in
the local velocity direction.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show detailed visualizations of flow around a disc. The left panel of
Figure 4.4 shows the lattice sites in the vicinity of the disc. Solid ratio is shown in the
right panel of Figure 4.4, where the dark-colored areas in the lattice depict the solid-
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covered region defined by the disc. Note that the jagged shading of solid ratio along the
upper-left and lower-right edges of the disc is an artifact of the OpenGL interpolation
scheme used to render the image. Fluid pressure is shown in the left panel of Figure 4.5 -
note the low-pressure lobes that have formed at the top and bottom downstream sides of
the disc. The right panel of Figure 4.5 shows both the velocity magnitude and direction at
the downstream face of the disc; the velocity vectors clearly depict the vortices that have
formed in the disc's wake.
4.2.2 Scripted Setup
As an alternative to interactively setting up models through the GUI, users can create
models with Tcl scripts using the application's command language. Scripted setup allows
for the precise, repeatable definition of object geometry and position. Furthermore,
leveraging user-defined Tcl procedures, complex models can be easily built from relatively
simple Tcl scripts. The following Tcl script creates the model shown in Figure 4.3 (note
that "#" is used in Tcl to define a comment line):
#set general parameters that differ from defaults
global MAXDTCR; set MAXDTCR 0.005
global TIMESTEPS; set TIMESTEPS 10000
global GRAPHICSFRAMES; set GRAPHICSFRAMES 100
#set some LB-specific parameters
#first activate LB module
global LBON; set LBON 1
global LBVISCOSITY; set LBVISCOSITY .001
#set the accuracy of the solid ratio computation
global LBBR; set LBBR med
global LBFORCINGX; set LBFORCINGX 0.0025
#plot lattice sites
global LBSHOWLATTICE; set LBSHOWLATTICE 1
#plot velocity vectors
global LBSHOWVECTORS; set LBSHOWVECTORS 1
#plot velocity magnitude
global LBSHOWSOLUTION; set LBSHOWSOLUTION velocity
#now call commands to define model
#rescale the simulation window
setscales -. 1 -.1 2.1 2.1
#define lattice [xmin ymin xmax ymax #cells]
addlatticeui 0 0 2 1 200
#add disc to the model, then fix position
adddiscui 1 .5 .5 .051 1
set_velocity 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
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#spawn window listing LB state parameters
printLB
An example of a user-defined Tcl procedure is given below. This script takes a series of
arguments to create a source ring described in Chapter 2. It can be stored in a file along
with other user-defined procedures and later read into the interpreter to extend the
standard suite of SandFlow2D commands.
proc makeCircularSource {centerX centerY centerRadius
particleRadius numParticles force) {
#create source particles
for (set i 1) { $i <= $numParticles } (incr i} {
set theta [expr 6.28*($i-1)/$numParticles]
set x [expr $centerRadius*cos ($theta)+$centerX]
set y [expr $centerRadius*sin($theta)+$centerY]
set forceX [expr $force*cos($theta)]
set forceY [expr $force*sin($theta)]
# this command gets a valid element id from the kernel
set id [get nextavailable_id]
add_discui 1 $x $y $particleRadius $id
set_velocity 1 1 1 0 0 0 $id
setforce 1 1 1 $forceX $forceY 0 $id
makesource $id
}
}
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Figure 4.3 Screenshot of User Interface
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Figure 4.4 Solid and Lattice Site Visualization Options
Figure 4.5 Fluid State Visualization Options
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5. Numerical Properties and Validation
From an engineering standpoint a numerical model is only useful if its behavior is well
understood, and if it has been thoroughly validated through detailed comparisons against
known analytical, numerical, and experimental results. Important numerical properties of
any numerical method include its accuracy, efficiency, and robustness. By accuracy we
mean the closeness with which the method can reproduce known results, and more
specifically converge towards these results as its spatial and temporal discretizations are
refined. Efficiency, in a general sense, refers to the minimal utilization of computational
resources to solve a given problem to the desired accuracy. We may also talk about a
method's parallel efficiency, or the effectiveness with which the work associated with a
numerical technique can be spread across multiple processors or computers. In this
context, we take robustness to be the overall stability of the scheme over a wide range of
initial and dynamic conditions. Finally, because of the scarcity of analytical solutions and
detailed experimental studies of coupled problems, we have broadened the meaning of
validation here to include comparisons with other numerical results, a corroborating
process that purists sometimes distinguish as benchmarking.
Having already made a strong case in previous chapters for the efficiency of the
coupled scheme, in this chapter we explore the method's accuracy and robustness through
a series of validation studies. We first examine cylindrical Couette flow: because there is
an analytical solution to this type of flow, the accuracy of the scheme can be quantified
through a direct comparison of the numerical and exact results. We then compare
simulation results from three classical sedimentation problems against other published
numerical studies to further establish the method's merits over a wide range of flow
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regimes. Some results presented in this chapter have appeared previously in Cook et al.
(2000).
5.1 Cylindrical Couette Flow
Consider the two-dimensional flow of a fluid bounded by two infinitely long coaxial
circular cylinders of radii rj and r2 as depicted in Figure 5.1. This type of flow, commonly
referred to as cylindrical Couette flow, is appealing as a test case for the following
reasons:
1) Steady Couette flow is one of a few special cases for which an exact
solution to the Navier-Stokes equations exists (Kundu 1990).
Consequently, a direct, point-by-point comparison can be made
between the LB and exact solutions, and a formal numerical
convergence study can be performed.
2) Cylindrical Couette flow is dominated by the influence of curved solid
boundaries that do not conform to the lattice discretization. Combined
with (1), the method's ability to handle irregular, nonconforming
boundaries can be quantified.
3) Cylindrical Couette flow is confined within a closed system that is
invariant to steady translation. By comparing results from a stationary,
rotating cylinder system and a translating, rotating cylinder system, the
impact of moving boundaries on the accuracy of the scheme can be
directly assessed.
We should qualify this validation problem by noting that an exact solution exists for the
steady flow condition because of the disappearance of the nonlinear advective term in the
Navier-Stokes equations. The validation problems reported later in this chapter deal with
conditions in which the full Navier-Stokes equations apply. Motivated largely by (1) and
(2), Mei and Shyy (1998) used stationary cylindrical Couette flow to test the accuracy of
their finite-difference lattice-Boltzmann method with body-fitted, curvilinear coordinates.
Here we will also analyze the method's accuracy for translating boundaries as explained in
(3). Two flow conditions are examined in this section: 1) steady-state flow developed
from the long-time rotation of the inner and outer cylinders with angular velocities Q, and
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0 2 , respectively, and 2) the transient diffusive flow developed immediately after the
cylinder rotations are impulsively started.
r2)
Figure 5.1 Definition Sketch for Couette Flow
The Navier-Stokes equations are significantly simplified for circular Couette flow.
Because of the problem's radial symmetry, the governing equations are reduced to a single
equation for the azimuthal component of velocity, uo(rt), given by (O'Neill and Chorlton
1989)
aU ar I a (ruJ)] (5.1)
at ar r ar
where v is the coefficient of kinematic viscosity. For the steady-state case, Equation 5.1
has an exact solution given by
U,9 (r) = Ar + (5.2)
r
where
A 2 r - K2 2 ( )r2r2
A = 2 , B = 12 2  (5.3)2 2 r2 -r2
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The steady-state torque, T, applied by the flow to a unit length of the inner cylinder can be
shown to be (O'Neill and Chorlton 1989)
T = 24rv( Q)2r (5.42 2
where p is the fluid density. The torque exerted on the outer cylinder is equal in
magnitude but opposite in sign to the torque on the inner cylinder. Finally, the steady-
state pressure distribution, p, can also be derived to be (O'Neill and Chorlton 1989)
p = p{I A2r 2 B2r-2 +2ABln r (5.5)2 2
5.1.1 Steady-state Comparison
The steady-state condition was obtained by impulsively starting the outer cylinder rotating
at t = 0 from a quiescent state, and then running the simulation out in time until changes in
the simulation state were deemed numerically insignificant. Some guidance for how long
it should take for steady-state conditions to set up is given by Andrea and Gerald (1985),
who note that steady state should be approached in a period of time that is on order of the
diffusive time scale, tdffusi;e, given by
(r2 - r
tdiffusve - (5.6)
The effects of several model parameters upon the accuracy of the steady-state solution
were examined by varying these parameters independently and comparing the results
against the exact solution. These results are reported in the sections below.
5.1.1.1 Spatial convergence for stationary system
The method's spatial convergence rate was assessed by successively refining the lattice and
then computing the resulting error in the numerical solution. The lattice was refined by
successively halving the nodal spacing; in turn, with each spatial refinement the timestep
was quartered to keep the nondimensional relaxation parameter and viscosity constant
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(recall Equation 3.11). Consequently, the lattice speed, c, is doubled, and the
computational Mach number, Mc, is halved each time the lattice is refined. This reduction
in the computational Mach number is advantageous because the compressibility error must
also be reduced as the lattice is refined to avoid the corruption of the spatial-discretization
error analysis from saturation with compressibility-related error (Reider and Sterling
1995). The following model parameters were used for the simulations: r1 = 0.1, r2 = 0.3,
K21 = 0.0, Q2= 0.1, p = 1.0, and v = 4.166E-2; a 1.0-wide square lattice with periodic
boundaries and spatial discretization varying from a coarse lattice node spacing of 5E-2 to
a very fine node spacing of 3.125E-3; and a timestep appropriately chosen so as to set the
nondimensional relaxation parameter to 1.0.
The global velocity error was assessed using a relative L2 norm defined as
EV =VY31(U LB - U exact )n i12 (57E, = (5.7)
where the sums have been taken over the fluid nodes common to all lattices (i.e., the
nodes in the coarsest lattice). Figure 5.2 shows the results of the convergence study. In
addition to the global velocity error, the maximum local velocity magnitude error
normalized by maximum velocity magnitude, Q2 (r2 - ri), has also been plotted. The slope
of relative L2 error in log-log space is approximately 1.9, suggesting roughly quadratic
convergence with spatial refinement of the lattice.
We can also assess the spatial convergence rate by examining the torque on the
center disc element that is computed by the method presented in Section 3.4. A relative
torque error is defined as
ET = TLB -Texact (5.8)
Texa(t
Figure 5.3 shows the torque error as a function of lattice discretization. Although
significantly larger than the velocity error, the slope of the torque error in log-log space is
also about 1.9, which corroborates the convergence rate suggested by the velocity error
analysis.
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5.1.1.2 Spatial convergence for translating system
The translational invariance of steady-state cylindrical Couette flow can be exploited to
explore the effect of translating boundaries on the accuracy of the LB solution. In a
moving, inertial frame of reference, the solution to the velocity field given in Equation 5.2
is recovered after the translational velocity is subtracted. To simulate this condition, the
concentric system of cylinders was given a translational velocity of 0.03 and allowed to
move across a rectangular lattice until steady state was obtained. All other model
parameters are identical to those given in 5.1.1.1. The velocity error for these simulations
is presented in Figure 5.4, along with the results from the stationary system. The moving
system results exhibit a nearly identical convergence rate, and somewhat surprisingly, are
marginally more accurate than the stationary system results. The relative torque errors for
the translating and stationary systems are presented together in Figure 5.5. Unlike the
velocity error, the torque error for the translating system is about the same as the error
found in the stationary system. Encouragingly, the convergence rate for the translating
torque error is again almost identical to that exhibited by the stationary case. Minor
torque oscillations that decreased with lattice refinement were noted as the system
translated across the lattice. Not shown here are the computed horizontal and vertical
forces on the translating inner cylinder, which theoretically should tend to zero as steady
state is approached. The computed x- and y- forces on the inner cylinder oscillated about
zero in time, but appeared to be steadily decaying towards zero.
The accuracy differences between the stationary and translating systems can be
attributed to the large errors noted around the fixed center cylinder in the stationary
system, which were revealed in a visualization of the error distribution across the annular
flow region. These results suggest that the moving boundary condition's accuracy may
degrade some when applying the no-flow state at fixed solids. However, the overall
accuracy of the coupled scheme appears to be quite good based on the results obtained for
the stationary and translating systems.
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5.1.1.3 Relaxation time
At a constant Mach number, the LB method is sensitive to the value of the nondimensional
relaxation time, z*, through its dependence on Knudsen number (Maier and Bernard
1997). To ascertain the effect of relaxation time on the accuracy of the coupled scheme, a
suite of simulations with varying relaxation times were performed with a medium-
resolution lattice. The lattice had a node spacing equal to 1.25E-2 and a lattice speed of
20. All other parameters, with the exception of the values of the viscosity and relaxation
parameter, were equivalent to those specified earlier for the stationary annulus. Error
associated with relaxation time was isolated by holding the computational Mach number,
timestep, and lattice spacing constant. Relaxation time was changed by varying the fluid
viscosity, according to the relationship given earlier in Chapter 3,
V = (2z* -1) A2 (5.9)
6 At
Results from these tests are presented in Figure 5.6. The normalized maximum velocity
error monotonically decreases with decreasing relaxation time, while both the relative
velocity L2 norm and the relative torque error reach minimums at z* = 0.625.
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Figure 5.6 Error as a Function of Relaxation Time
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5.1.1.4 Pressure
The pressure solution can also be checked against the exact solution given in Equation
5.5. Recall that the LB pressure is related to the fluid density as
p = c(2p 5.10)
where the speed of sound, c5, was given for the D2Q9 lattice as
C= c (5.11)
Results from the medium-resolution lattice were compared to the exact solution using the
pressure differential, Ap, defined as
Ap = p(r) - p, (5.12)
i.e., effectively density differentials in the case of the LB method. The medium-resolution
lattice had a node spacing equal to 5E-2 and a lattice speed of 20. As can be seen in
Figure 5.7, the LB pressure differential agrees well with the exact solution.
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(r - rl)/(r2 - rl)
Figure 5.7 LB and Exact Pressure Differentials
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5.1.2 Transient Comparison
Although unsteady cylindrical Couette flow does not have a closed-form solution, for
completeness the early-time results from the steady-state LB simulations are compared
against a numerical solution to assess the unsteady performance of the boundary scheme.
In the transient case considered here, the system is initially at rest until the outer cylinder is
impulsively started rotating with D2= 0.1 at t = 0. A thin Stokes layer develops in the
fluid closest to the rotating outer wall that diffuses inward as time progresses. Because
there is no known analytical solution to the governing equation, Equation 5.1, the LB
results must be compared to a numerical solution. To compute an accurate numerical
solution, Equation 5.1 was discretized in space with a 2nd-order finite difference (FD)
scheme and then integrated in time using the MATLAB ode45 solver, which is an
automatic step-size, 4th-5th order Runge-Kutta integration method (MATLAB Function
Reference V2). Both the time and space discretizations were successively refined to insure
that the FD solution was effectively numerically exact. The geometry and fluid properties
used for the transient simulations are identical to those used for the steady-state
simulations.
The early-time results from the FD solution and the LB simulation using a lattice
spacing of 6.25E-3 units are shown in Figure 5.8. The times noted correspond to the
number of timesteps, where time has been normalized by the timestep duration, 1.5625E-
4. Good agreement is seen between the LB and FD solutions, particularly at the later
times of t = 40 and t = 80. At t = 10 and t = 20, the LB solution underestimates the
spread of the velocity front. Despite the uniform grid used here, these results compare
well with those presented by Mei and Shyy (1998), which were based on a non-uniform
spatial discretization that used approximately the same number of lattice cells concentrated
close to the outer cylinder to better resolve the velocity front.
Of course, the error should be reduced by decreasing the timestep. To confirm
convergence with time refinement, the timestep was halved and the simulation repeated.
There is a practical limit imposed on time refinement by the relationship between the
timestep and the relaxation parameter for a fixed viscosity. In this case, the halved
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timestep reduces the nondimensional relaxation parameter to 0.75, which is still within the
accurate and stable range. The results for t = 10 and t = 20 are shown in Figure 5.9.
Excellent convergence to the FD solution is noted for the reduced timestep solution. To
quantify this convergence, the error for the t = 10 and t =20 solutions has been calculated
using a relative L2 norm, defined as
Z UO LB UOFDr
E = L(5.13)
g U9 FDr,
where the sums have been taken over all interior nodes in the domain lying along the ray
defined by 0= 900 (i.e., 31 in this case for the lattice spacing of 6.25E-3 units). The error
at t =10 and t = 20 for both time discretizations is presented in Table 5.1; super-quadratic
convergence is seen for both cases.
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Figure 5.8 LB and FD Solutions of Transient Couette Flow
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Table 5.1 Velocity Error at Small Times
Time At error (E-2) At/2 error (E-2)
10 8.84 1.58
20 3.80 0.61
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5.2 Sedimenting Ellipse
The behavior of an ellipse slowly settling under the influence of gravity in a column of
fluid was recently investigated numerically and experimentally by Huang et al. (1998).
Using the finite-element method, they discovered that below certain particle Reynolds
numbers (defined by them as Re = u a / v, where u is the particle's terminal settling speed
and a is the length of the ellipse's major axis), a settling ellipse will turn vertical rather
than broadside, as was commonly thought prior to their work. Huang et al. argue that the
vertical turning at low settling speeds is caused by the domination of lubrication forces
between the channel sidewalls and the ellipse over the inertial turning couple, which acts
to rotate the ellipse broadside to the flow, and controls the orientation at higher settling
speeds.
The sedimentation of an ellipse at Re = 0.30 and 0.80 was simulated using a lattice
100 cells wide by 3000 cells long. An elliptical-shaped, 200-sided polygon 20 cells wide
and 15 cells high was used to model the ellipse. Its initial location was 400 nodes from the
top boundary and 50 nodes from the side boundary, with its major axis oriented 45
degrees off the horizontal (see Fig. 2). Particle-to-fluid density ratios of 1.0015 and 1.005
were used for the Re = 0.30 and Re = 0.80 simulations respectively. The initial state of the
simulation at t = 0 is shown in the definition sketch in the upper right of the bottom panel
of Figure 5.10.
Good agreement with the Huang et al. simulations was obtained as seen in Figure
5.10. The orientation of a sedimenting ellipse is shown in the top panel. The bottom panel
shows normalized lateral displacement. At Re = 0.80, the ellipse slowly rotates broadside
to the flow, while at Re = 0.30, it rotates to a vertical orientation and oscillates about this
orientation as well as laterally about the center of the channel. The finite-element results
of Huang et al. for similar Reynolds numbers are shown for comparison. For the Re =
0.80 simulation, the ellipse's final position is offset slightly from the channel center and its
orientation is rotated just off the horizontal. This error may have been introduced by the
multifaceted discrete representation of the ellipse. The frequency of angular and
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lateral oscillation at Re = 0.30 appears to be somewhat higher than Huang et al.; this may
be an artifact of the low-order integration scheme initially used in SandFlow2D.
5.3 Sedimenting Disc
The sedimentation of a disc in a column of fluid was studied by Feng et al. (1994) using
the finite-element method. They discovered several different regimes of sedimentation for
a disc settling with an initial lateral offset from the center of the fluid column. At low
Reynolds numbers, the disc seeks the center, either monotonically approaching it or
overshooting it with a damped oscillation. The disc will oscillate steadily or irregularly
about the center at higher Reynolds numbers.
The sedimentation of a disc at Re = 6.25 was simulated using a lattice 180 cells
wide by 2700 cells long. A disc 120 cells in diameter was offset laterally from the channel
center by 18 nodes and positioned 1200 nodes from the top boundary. A particle-to-fluid
density ratio of 2.00 was used. A definition sketch showing the initial state of the
simulation is shown in the lower left of Figure 5.11.
Results from the disc simulation are presented in Figure 5.11, which also shows
the results from Feng et al. for Re = 6.28. Although the amplitude of the oscillations is
closely matched, the frequency of our oscillations appears to be in error. The large
timestep used in our simulation combined with a first-order integration method for particle
updates were considered probable sources of numerical error. To confirm this, a second-
order finite-difference scheme for particle updates was implemented as discussed in
Chapter 2, and the simulations were rerun. Figure 5.12 presents the results of the first-
and second-order integration schemes. Although the agreement is still imperfect with the
second-order scheme, the oscillation frequency is substantially closer to Feng et al. than
the original results. The particle dynamics are also extremely sensitive to the particle
Reynolds number, accounting for another likely source of the discrepancy between our
results and the Feng et al results.
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5.4 Drafting, Kissing, and Tumbling
The drafting, kissing, tumbling (DKT) phenomenon exhibited by particles settling in a
liquid was first discovered experimentally by Joseph et al. (1987). In the drafting stage, a
trailing particle will be accelerated by the low-pressure wake of the lead particle. The
trailing particle will catch up to and may contact the lead particle in the kissing stage;
however, the vertical alignment of the particles is unstable and they quickly tumble with
the trailing particle assuming the lead. The two particles may undergo a number of DKT
cycles. DKT is a feature of non-zero Reynolds number flows in which inertia is important
and is not present in creeping flows (Qi 1999).
The sedimentation of two discs at an approximate Re = 8 (based on the averaged
settling speed of the two particles) was simulated using a lattice 120 cells wide by 1500
cells long. The discs were 15 cells in diameter and initially located about 150 nodes from
the top boundary and offset 30 nodes from the channel center. A particle-to-fluid density
ratio of 2.00 was used. The initial state of the simulation at t = 0 is shown in the definition
sketch presented in the top panel of Figure 5.13.
Results from the two-disc simulation are shown in Figure 5.13, where
displacements have been normalized by d, the particle diameter, time has been normalized
by d/average settling speed, and velocities have been normalized by the average settling
speed. Three cycles of DKT are clearly evident in the x trajectories shown in the top panel
of Figure 5.13. The acceleration of the trailing particle (in Vx) during the drafting stage
can be seen in the bottom panel; large variations in both velocity components occur as the
particles closely approach, or kiss, one another. It should be noted that in some
simulations conducted at higher Reynolds numbers the discs contact one another during
the kissing stage. However, at this Reynolds number a distance of at least 1.1 diameters
(center-to-center) is maintained between the discs. Qualitatively, the results are in
excellent agreement with those published by Qi (1999), who used a different lattice-
Boltzmann coupling scheme but had similar model parameters with Re = 5.6.
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Figure 5.13 Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling Results and Schematic
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Figure 5.14 First Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling Cycle
Figure 5.14 and 5.15 show visualizations of the first two DKT cycles. The upper-half of
the simulation is shown in both figures to scale, with dynamic pressure plotted in grayscale
where light gray represents low pressure and dark gray represents high pressure. The disc
that is initially trailing is shown in black, with the other disc in white. Figure 5.14 shows
the first DKT cycle. The trailing particle is accelerated by the wake of the leading particle
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t = 16.5 t = 47.0 t = 49.5 t = 52.0
Figure 5.15 Second Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling Cycle
during the initial times, as seen at t = 4 and t = 6.5. The particles approach at t = 9, and
then tumble, with the formerly trailing particle having assumed the lead by t = 11.5. In
Figure 5.15 the second DKT cycle is shown. The drafting stage of the second cycle is
much longer than the first, as the particles start the cycle laterally displaced from one
another out near the channel walls as seen at t = 16.5. By t = 47 the particles have
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migrated back to the channel center, and the trailing white particle is being rapidly
accelerated by the low-pressure wake of the black disc. The kissing-tumbling phase of the
second cycle is qualitatively similar to the first cycle.
5.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented convincing evidence of the coupled scheme's accuracy
and robustness. The cylindrical Couette flow simulations indicate that the method's
moving boundary condition exhibits roughly quadratic spatial and temporal convergence
rates, and yields accurate, stable results for a wide range of the relaxation parameter, or
equivalently kinematic viscosity. For steady Couette flow, the computed velocity, torque,
and pressure values all agree very closely with those predicted by the exact solution. In the
transient case, the LB results compared favorably to an accurate finite-difference solution
of the governing equation. The sedimentation test problems demonstrate the coupled
method's ability to resolve the complex, nonlinear behavior of relatively simple one- and
two-particle solid-fluid systems. Comparisons of the LB-DEM results to those obtained
with traditional techniques show good agreement. As a testament to the method's
efficiency, even the high-fidelity sedimentation results were all obtained in reasonable
compute times of O(]hr) with a relatively modest 400MHz Pentium II PC. With this
reassurance of the method's validity, we turn now to the simulation of larger, more
physically relevant systems.
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6. Applications
In this chapter we apply SandFlow2D in a series of numerical studies to demonstrate its
general applicability to a wide variety of solid-fluid systems. We begin with a continuation
of the drafting-kissing-tumbling simulation presented in the previous chapter. We then
tackle some significantly larger systems with 0(100) particles. We model the erosional
problem of a flow constriction, considering the cases of an erodible constriction formed
from loose (noncohesive) as well as bonded (cohesive) discrete elements. We conclude
with an idealized simulation of sheet erosion, which reproduces the saltating phenomenon
widely cited in the sediment transport literature (e.g. Vanoni 1975). Both erosional
simulations are highly inertial flows, with bulk Reynolds numbers on 0(100) at late times.
We qualify the results presented in this chapter by noting that the motivation behind these
simulations is not to rigorously validate the coupled method's large-scale simulation
capabilities through detailed comparisons with other experimental or numerical results (in
part because few such results exist at this time). Rather, the intent here is to merely
exercise the simulation environment to show its promise as a virtual laboratory for the
exploration of solid-fluid dynamics.
6.1 Sedimentation
Building on the results obtained in the previous chapter for a two-particle system, we
consider a larger six-particle system to examine the complex dynamics that arise in the
multi-body interactions induced by the drafting-kissing-tumbling (DKT) phenomenon. We
note that the coupled scheme is sufficiently efficient, as will be shown in subsequent
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applications, to simulate many more particles than are used here. However, we use a
relatively small system here to isolate the influence of drafting, kissing, and tumbling on
the system settling dynamics.
The simulation parameters used in the six-disc simulation are identical to those
used for the two-disc system presented in Section 5.4. Six particles - three on each side
of the channel as seen in Figure 6.1 - are released at t = 0 and allowed to settle under the
influence of gravity. The particles are colored to track their relative position. At the start
of the simulation, the leading particles are black, the middle particles gray, and the trailing
particles white. The black and gray particles on either side of the channel participate in the
first DKT cycle, seen in the t = 4, t = 9, and t = 16 snapshots. As the gray particles tumble
by the black particles, the white trailing particles, which have been drafting behind the gray
particles, also move by the black particles. The white particles briefly assume the lead
position at t = 20 as the black and gray particles decelerate due to the flow constriction.
The second DKT cycle begins with the gray particles once again taking the lead; the white
particles follow, tightly coupled in an asymmetric cycle that occurs between t = 25 and t =
33 for the left pair, and between t = 25 and t = 35 for the right pair. Clearly, these
interactions are much more complex than those observed for the two-disc system.
During the next cycles, which are shown in Figure 6.3, lateral mixing occurs. First
the trailing black particle on the left side moves past the gray particle shortly after t = 36.
The black particle is drafted towards the leading white particle on the right side, and
slowly migrates across the channel from t = 36 to t = 49. In the meantime, the trailing
black particle on the right side undergoes a partial DKT cycle with the right gray particle,
which has stalled near the channel boundary. By t = 49, the formerly trailing right black
particle has migrated over to the left side, completing the first particle exchange between
the left and right particle systems. This mixing mechanism, induced by the DKT
phenomenon, ultimately erases the initial system symmetry. The six-particle system also
exhibits a much lower average settling velocity compared to the two-particle system, as
seen in a comparison of Figure 5.15 to Figure 6.3. This retarded settling rate, often
referred to as hindered settling, is a well-known characteristic of suspensions (Vanoni
1975).
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t = 4.0 = 9.0 t = 16.0 t = 20.0
Figure 6.1 Initial Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling Cycles
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Figure 6.2 Asymmetric Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling Cycles
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Figure 6.3 Drafting-Kissing-Tumbling Induced Mixing
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6.2 Erosion
Results from simulations modeling plug and bed erosion are presented in this section.
Erosion is defined here as the mechanical process of the detachment and removal of solid
particles by the action of a fluid, e.g., water or air (Vanoni 1975). The plug erosion
simulation represents an idealized model of a confined flow through an erodible channel,
as might be found within a porous medium undergoing piping failure. The bed erosion
simulation, on the other hand, represents an idealized model of an unconfined flow over an
erodible bed, analogous to the sheet erosion of agricultural lands.
6.2.1 Plug Erosion
The effect of particle cementation on the erosive failure of a particulate constriction was
explored through simulations of unbonded and bonded discrete elements. A schematic of
the plug erosion model is shown in Figure 6.4. The top and bottom element assemblages
that create the constriction were created using source particles consolidated under gravity.
A constant horizontal forcing was applied to the fluid to gradually accelerate the flow
through the constriction. The fluid domain is 100.0 long and 40.0 high. A node spacing of
0.25 was used, resulting in a lattice with 64,561 nodes. The timestep was set to 0.02,
fixing the relaxation time at 0.596. A periodic condition was applied at the left and right
boundaries, and a no-slip condition was enforced along the top and bottom boundaries.
The particle bed was composed of about 200 variable-sized disc elements with radii
ranging from 1.0 to 1.8. The elements located along the top and bottom lattice boundaries
were fixed to present the mass erosion of the constriction. Additional fluid and particle
material parameters are listed in Table 6.1.
Results from the unbonded simulation are presented in Figure 6.5, Figure 6.6, and
Figure 6.7. Fluid velocity magnitude is plotted in grayscale in the upper panel of the
figures, with low-speed fluid shown in light gray and high-speed fluid shown in dark gray.
Particle speed is also plotted in grayscale, but to a different scale so that the particle
initiation of motion can be clearly identified. The lower panel of the figures shows
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dynamic fluid pressure in grayscale, with high pressure depicted in dark gray and low
pressure depicted in light gray. All color scales are fixed to a specified range throughout
the simulation. The initial failure of the disc matrix can be seen in Figure 6.5, as the larger
disc at the top of the constriction is eroded away by the fluid-induced forcing. Also visible
is the larger incipient failure of the outlying disc elements due to the large pressure
gradient across the constriction seen in the lower panel. By t = 40 several elements have
been displaced and have created a short-lived blockage seen in Figure 6.6. Pressure waves
created by this blockage are noted in the bottom panel of Figure 6.6. At a much later time
the erosion of several rows has occurred as seen in Figure 6.7. The velocity has increased
significantly from the earlier times, but the pressure gradients remain largely unchanged
due to the relief provided by the increased opening.
no-slip boundary
periodic boundary periodic boundary\
no-slip boundary
Figure 6.4 Plug Erosion Model
Table 6.1 Plug Erosion Model Parameters
Parameter Value
(consistent units)
Fluid density 1.0
Fluid viscosity 0.1
Particle density 2.0
Particle stiffness
Normal 1.0E3
Shear 1.0E3
Bond 1.0E3
Particle friction coefficient 0.5
Particle bond strength 1.5
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Figure 6.5 Plug Erosion with Unbonded Elements, t = 24
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Figure 6.6 Plug Erosion with Unbonded Elements, t = 40
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Figure 6.7 Plug Erosion with Unbonded Elements, t = 200
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Figure 6.8 Plug Erosion with Bonded Elements, t = 24
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Figure 6.9 Plug Erosion with Bonded Elements, t = 40
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Figure 6.10 Plug Erosion with Bonded Elements, t = 200
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Results from the bonded simulation are presented in Figure 6.8, Figure 6.9, and
Figure 6.10. As in the unbonded case, fluid velocity magnitude is plotted in the upper
panel of the figures, while the lower panels once again show dynamic pressure. For the
particles, bond strength is plotted in grayscale: unbonded particles are shown in light gray
and fully bonded particles are shown in black. All color scales are once again fixed to a
specified range throughout the simulation. The initial failure of the disc matrix occurs at a
similar time and location, as can be seen in Figure 6.8. In contrast to the unbonded case,
the bulk failure of the specimen is induced along a fracture that extends through the right
side of the top assemblage. This fracture is clearly visible in Figure 6.9, which also shows
another failure at the downstream face of the top assemblage caused by the impact of the
first eroded disc with the face. As the simulation progresses, elements are preferentially
eroded from the fracture zone in the upper assemblage, resulting in the pitting seen in
Figure 6.10. The lower assemblage has experienced a large-scale collapse during the
intervening time, and consequently undergoes rather uniform erosion not unlike that seen
in the unbonded case.
6.2.2 Bed Erosion
Recently, Pilotti and Menduni (1997) suggested that the LB technique, suitably coupled to
a particle transport model, might provide a powerful numerical tool to understand the
physics of sheet (or bed) erosion. Having developed such a coupled technique in this
thesis, we apply it here, guided by the conceptual model given by Pilotti and Menduni.
The problem is simulated with an accelerating shear flow over a movable bed of
superquadric elements. A schematic of the bed erosion model is shown in Figure 6.11.
The fluid domain is 300.0 long and 32.0 high. A node spacing of 0.4 was used, resulting in
a lattice with 60,831 nodes. The timestep was set to 0.01, fixing the relaxation time at
0.6875. Periodic boundary conditions were applied at the left and right boundaries, a no-
slip boundary condition was used along the bottom boundary, and a slip boundary
condition was enforced along the top boundary. The particle bed was comprised of over
500 equal-sized elements that were consolidated under gravity from a line of source
particles. The elements were 16-sided, roughly elliptical in shape, and 3 units long by 2
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units high. The elements located along the left, right, and bottom lattice boundaries were
fixed to support the overlying elements and present slump failure at the left and right
boundaries. Fluid and particle material parameters are listed in Table 6.2.
slip boundary
periodic boundary periodic boundary
no-slip boundary
Figure 6.11 Bed Erosion Model
Table 6.2 Bed Erosion Model Parameters
Parameter Value
(consistent units)
Fluid density 1.0
Fluid viscosity 1.0
Particle density 2.65
Particle stiffness
Normal 1.0E4
Shear 1.0E4
Particle friction coefficient 0.5
The fluid and particles are initially at rest; at t = 0, a horizontal fluid forcing, fx, is
applied to slowly accelerate the fluid over the bed. The simulation was run for 50,000
timesteps. Two cases were examined: g = 0 and g = 0.5. Figures 6.12-6.15 show results
from the center section of the computational domain. Fluid velocity magnitude is plotted
in grayscale, with low-speed fluid shown in light gray and high-speed fluid shown in dark
gray. Particle speed is also plotted in grayscale, but to a different scale so that the particle
initiation of motion is clearly visualized.
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Figure 6.12 Bed Erosion Initiation of Motion, g = 0
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Figure 6.13 Bed Erosion Late-time Results, g = 0
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Figure 6.14 Bed Erosion Initiation of Motion, g = 0.5
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Figure 6.15 Bed Erosion Late-time Results, g = 0.5
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Results from the zero-gravity simulations are shown in Figure 6.12 and Figure
6.13. A shear flow gradually develops over the bed as seen by the increased velocity
gradient from Figure 6.12 to Figure 6.13. At early times, erosion is limited to a few
unstable, exposed particles. The initiation of motion of one such particle is visible in
Figure 6.12 in the far right corner of the simulation snapshots. Fluid-induced forces on the
bed particles dramatically increase as the flow develops under the constant forcing, leading
to the mass erosion seen in Figure 6.13. Because there is no gravity to drive particles
back to the bed, particles are lifted by the fluid and transported freely above the bed.
Particle clusters form in the fluid, break apart, and reform as seen in the snapshots in
Figure 6.13.
The stabilizing influence of gravity is clearly visible in the gravity simulation results
presented in Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15. Bed erosion is initiated at the same particle as
the zero-gravity simulation, but occurs at a much later time. In Figure 6.14 we note that
the initiation of motion occurs at approximately t = 130 for the gravity simulation, as
compared to t = 40 for the zero-gravity simulation. The transport dynamics seen at late
simulation times are noticeably subdued. The bed, in contrast to the zero-gravity
simulation, is largely intact. The mode of transport is distinguished by the tumbling of
particles along the bed, as eroded particles are periodically lifted from the bed by the flow
and then settle back under gravity. This sediment transport regime is commonly referred
to as saltation (Vanoni 1975); these simulations represent, to the author's best knowledge,
the first numerical simulations of this phenomenon.
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7. Conclusion
A novel coupled method for the direct simulation of solid-fluid systems has been
developed in this thesis. We began with a detailed examination of the discrete-element
method (DEM) in Chapter 2. The method's ability to capture the discontinuous, particle-
scale physics of dry granular and weakly consolidated systems was demonstrated through
the numerical simulations of two geomechanical phenomena, borehole breakout and
hydraulic fracturing. With this firm numerical foundation for the simulation of the
particulate component, we turned our attention to the fluid component, and presented the
lattice-Boltzmann technique (LB) in Chapter 3 as a highly efficient Navier-Stokes solver.
The two schemes were linked numerically through a moving boundary condition, which
couples the interaction of the particle motions simulated with DEM with the fluid
dynamics resolved with LB. Building on an existing code platform for a DEM simulator,
the coupled scheme was implemented as documented in Chapter 4 to create a user-
friendly, generalized modeling environment called SandFlow2D. In Chapter 5 we
presented a suite of controlled numerical validation studies that firmly established the
method's accuracy and robustness. Finally, the code's promise as a virtual laboratory for
the exploration of solid-fluid dynamics was revealed in Chapter 6 through a series of large-
scale numerical simulations of sedimentation and erosional phenomena.
We first highlight below some of the original and significant contributions
developed in this work. Although the model's performance has been impressive for the
idealized numerical experiments conducted in this study, clearly it represents only the
beginning of a larger effort to develop a quantitative, predictive capability for real, three-
dimensional solid-fluid systems. As with any numerical model, a number of simplifications
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were necessary to realize this coupled numerical framework. With every approximation
that was made of the underlying physics, inevitably a more refined or higher-fidelity
modeling scheme would be set aside, only to be noted on a wish list of future
enhancements. Several of this work's more glaring simplifications are reviewed below
along with the roadmaps for their resolution.
7.1 Contributions
Clearly, this thesis's primary contribution is the formulation and implementation of an
accurate, efficient, and robust modeling capability for the direct simulation of solid-fluid
systems. The coupled numerical method is rigorously formulated to resolve the coupled
nonlinear dynamics governed by the fluid and solid equations of motion. The discrete-
element method is used to efficiently simulate the multibody dynamics of the solid
component that arise from intergranular contacts and cohesion. The full Navier-Stokes
equations governing the fluid component are solved with the lattice-Boltzmann method.
Coupling is realized with an immersed moving boundary scheme that has been thoroughly
validated. For N solid bodies under simulation, the coupled DEM-LB numerical scheme
scales roughly as 0(N), and offers great promise for future parallelization due to the local
and explicit nature of the underlying algorithms. A two-dimensional implementation of the
coupled method has created a first-of-its-kind, robust, generalized modeling environment
called SandFlow2D. Extensive numerical testing of the model has demonstrated its
accuracy and robustness over a wide range of dynamical regimes. A number of ancillary
contributions have also been made over the course of this research. For completeness,
these advancements are summarized below:
" New DEM modeling techniques, including the use of source elements to create
radially graded, packed assemblages, and to simulate fluid pressurization.
* Demonstration of DEM's ability to resolve the failure mechanisms associated
with borehole breakout and hydraulic fracturing phenomena.
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* Application of the coupled DEM-LB modeling environment in the first-known
direct simulation of erosional phenomena, including saltation.
7.2 Future Work
The modeling environment developed in this thesis represents an unprecedented capability
as a desktop laboratory for the exploration of multiphase physics. However, its two
dimensionality imposes an unphysical out-of-plane constraint, and some of the modeling
assumptions are of a heuristic nature. In light of these limitations, I offer the following
topics as fruitful areas for future research:
* Extension to 3-D: The general formulation presented here is, of course, valid
in three dimensions. The coupled scheme's extension to 3-D is
straightforward: 3-D DEM models have become commonplace (e.g., Cundall
and Hart 1992, Walton 1993, O'Connor 1996, Chiou 1998), and several 3-D
LB models, such as the D3Q15 model (Qian et al. 1992) exist. However, the
computational cost of moving to three dimensions will necessitate a massively
parallel implementation to simulate large, physically relevant systems.
* Detailed resolution of particle-particle interactions: The scheme outlined in
this thesis fails to resolve the detailed interactions once particles approach
within one lattice cell of one another. The importance of this discretization
error for various dynamical regimes deserves consideration. The linear contact
model and bonding scheme also demand review. A joint experimental-
numerical investigation of bond characterization as suggested by Wawersik
(2000) would significantly enhance the predictive capability of this coupled
model and that of DEM in general.
" Support for particle deformability: The DEM elements used in this research
are assumed to be rigid, with deformations localized at the surficial contact
zones. Appropriately formulated, deformable discrete-elements coupled with
fluid flow would enable many novel applications, such as the study of cell
mechanics in blood flow.
* Large-scale application: A parallel, 3-D coupled code, appropriately refined as
suggested above, could offer great insights into numerous fundamental and
applied solid-fluid problems. Fundamental numerical studies include the
rheology of multiphase flow, and the associated derivation of constitutive
relationships for use in continuum modeling methods. Applied problems
abound in several areas, including geomechanics and chemical engineering. For
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example, wellbore stability phenomena are of great interest and economic
importance to the petroleum industry. Poorly understood problems ripe for
numerical study include sand production, proppant flowback, and gravel pack
design.
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